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Abstract. In this paper, we shovv that y-acyclic Boyce-Codd Normal Form database schemes are 
highly desirable with respect to query processing and updates. We first prove that this class of 
schemes is bounded with respect to the set of functional dependencies embodied in the database 
scheme. This result enlarges the class of known bounded database schemes. We then show that 
this class of schemes is simple in semantics by proving that there is a simple and efficient way to 
compute the X-total projection of the representative instance. As a consequence, answers to many 
queries for this class of schemes can be computed easily and efficiently. We also show that if a 
y-acyclic Boyce-Codd Normal Form database scheme is lossless, then it is connection-trap-free. 
Finally, we derive a simple and efficient algorithm that determines if an updated state is consistent. 
This allows the system to enforce the satisfaction of functional dependencies embodied in the 
database scheme incrementally and efficiently. 
1. Introduction 
A central problem in relational database theory is the schema design problem. 
The problem of schema design may be loosely stated as follows: given a description 
of an application, construct a database scheme that is ‘“good” or “desirable” for 
the application. The “desirability” or “goodness” of a scheme depends on the 
criteria we use to evaluate it. 
Codd [18] was the first to observe that with the presence of functional dependen- 
cies, certain anomalies may exist when a relation is updated. He proposed normal 
forms as a way to avoid the anomaly problems. Since then, several normal forms 
have been proposed. A survey of these normal forms can be found in standard texts 
like [19,31,41]. Among these normal forms, Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF) 
is one of the most important normal forms. Although there are problems with the 
construction of BCNF database schemes in gemeral [d, 11, 29, 361, under certain 
reasonable assumptions, it h,ds beep shown that BCNF database schemes are free 
of the anomaly problems [Zta]. In fact, LeDoux and Parker [28] suggested that 
BCNF is a useful design criterion and showed that the problems with BCNF database 
schemes do not exist in lost real-life applications. M&h functional dependencies 
as the constraints imposed on the database schemes, we believe BCNF is a good 
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design goal toward which a database designer should strive since this class of 
schemes eems to capture the principle of separation stated in 
Freedom from the anomaly problems is an important design rion a database 
&signer should consider. Simplicity in semantics, ease in information retrieval, and 
efficient enforcement of constraints are also important in most applications. 
Query answering is an important function in any database system. Hence it is 
desirable to have a database scheme that would allow information to be retrieved 
easily and efficiently. Some work has been done on this problem and recently a 
class of database schemes known as the connection-trap-free schemes [16] was 
proposed to fulfil such a requirement. Connection-trap-free schemes have the proper- 
ties that they are simple in semantics and the user is able to retrieve correct answers 
efficiently and easily from the database. Because of these properties, connection-trap- 
free schemes are desirable for query processing. 
In this paper, we first prove that the class of y-as-yclic BCNF schemes i bounded 
[22,34]. We then show that this class of schemes i!: simple In semantics by proving 
that there is a simple and efficient way to compute the X-total projection of the 
representative instance. Since the set of total tuples represents the information 
content of a database [23, 30, 34, 35, 37, 381, the user is able to understand the 
semantics of the application easily. Answers to many queries for thts class of schemes 
can also be generated efficiently. We then show that if a y-acyclic BCNF database 
scheme is lossless, then it is connection-trap-free. This demonstrates that the classs 
of y-cyclic BCNF database schemes is highly desirable with respect o query 
processing. 
Efficient enforcement of constraints is a difficult problem in general. Some work 
has been done on this problem, see, for example, [7,40]. Enforcement of constraints 
is concerned with updates in a database. Even with only functional dependencies, 
it is not clear if they can be enforced efficiently in real-life applications. One way 
to resolve this problem is to find a class of database schemes that would allow a 
cost-effective way to determine if an updated state satisfies the constraints. In the 
context of the weak instance model, we regard an algorithm for incrementally testing 
functional dependencies as cost-effective if it does not require the generation of the 
representative instance and the verification process is done on some specific relations 
efficiently. Some work has been done on this problem and a class of database 
schemes called independent schemes has been identified [24, 27, 37, 381. For an 
independent scheme, ensuring that the constraints imposed on each relation are 
satisfied is sufficient o guarantee that the state satisfies the constraints. Therefore 
the problem of ensuring that a database is satisfying is reduced to the problem of 
verifying that each relation satisfies the constraints locally. Since checking that each 
relation satisfies the local constraints is much less expensive than checking satisfac- 
tion globally, this class of schemes allows enforcement of constraints to be carried 
out cost-effectively. In this paper, we show that the class of y-acyclic BCNF database 
schemes also allows enforcement of constraints to be performed cost-effectively. 
is demonstrates the desirability of this class of schemes with respect o updates. 
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The only other known class of database schemes with all these desirable properties 
is the class of independent and connection-trap-free database schemes [ 161. So our 
result is another effort in identifying classes of desirable database schemes with 
respect o query processing and updates. 
We give most of the definitions of relational theory required for this paper in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we present an algorithm to chase a consistent state of a 
y-acyclic BCNF database scheme. In Section 4, we prove that y-acyclic BCNF 
database schemes are bounded. In Section 5, we show that there is a simple and 
efficient method for computing the X-total projection of the representative instance 
for a y-acyclic BCNF database scheme. In Section 6, we prove that lossless y-acyclic 
BCNF database schemes are connection-trap-free. In Section 7, we present an 
efficient algorithm to test incrementally th,: satisfaction of functional dependencies 
for a y-acyclic BCNF database scheme. After that, we give our conclusions in 
Section 8. 
2. Relational background 
In this section, we give most of the notation required for the rest of this paper. 
2.1. Basic definitions 
We fix a finite set of attributes U = {A,, AZ, . . . , A,}, which we call the universe. 
Following traditional relational theory notation, we omit brackets and commas when 
representing sets of attributes, and we represent the union of two sets of attributes 
X and Y as XY 
A relation scheme R is any nonempty subset of U. With each attribute Ai, there 
is a set of associated values dom(Ai), called the domain of Ai. A tuple t over 
Rj={Aj,,Aj2,..., Ajk} is a set of mappings t such that t[Aj,] E dom(Aj,), 1 G I s k. 
A tuple t over R is denoted as t[ R]. If t is a tuple over Ri and X s Rig t[X] is the 
restriction of t to the attributes in X. A relation r over R is a set of tuples t[R]. 
Functional dependencies (fd’s) [ 1, 181 are statements of the form X + Y, where 
X and Y are sets of attributes uch that XY is included in a r-elation scheme R. 
Semantically, a relation t on R satisfies X + Y if whenever there exist two tuples 
t and u in r such that t[X] = u[X), then t[ Y] = u[ Y). An fd X + Y is trivial if 
X 2 Y The set of fd’s that is logically implied by a set of fd’s F is called the closure 
of F; we denote it by F’. There exists a complete and sound set of inference rules 
to derive F+ [ 11. A set of fd”s @ is a cover of a set of fd’s F if G+ = F+. Given a 
set of attributes X, we can compute the closure of X with respect o (w.r.t.) a set 
of fd’s F, which is {A 1 X -, A E F+}. This is denoted by ,X& or by X+ if F is clearly 
understood. X + Y is embedded in a relation scheme R if XY E R. We denote the 
set of fd’s X + YE F+ such that XY is embedded in a relation scheme R by F+I To 
This set is called the projection of F onto R, or the set of projected f&s. 
Given a set of fd’s F, a nonempty subset of a relation scheme is called a 
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key of a if K + R E F+ and no proper subset of K has this property. If K is a key 
of R, we say that R embodies the fd K + R - K. If K is a key of R and the nontrivial 
fd K + A E F+ is embedded in R, we say that K is a key (of R) that determines A.
A database scheme is a pair (R = (R,, RZ, . . . , R,), F) such that Z&s 16 i s n, is 
a relation sheme, F is a set of fd’s defined on V, and U is the union of the Ri’s. A 
database scheme (R, F) is a Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCZVF) database scheme 
if, for all nontrivial X + YE F+ embedded in some Ri, Ri E R, X contains a key of 
Ri. If (R, F) is a BCNF database scheme, we assume the keys of every relation 
scheme in R are explicitly given, and F is the set of fd’s embodied in the relation 
schemes in R. For the sake of brevity, only a cover of F is given in the examples 
involving BCNF database schemes. A (database) state for a database scheme 
(R=VLZL.-•r R,}, F) is r=(rl,r2,.., rn) such that, for 1 G is n, ri is a relation 
over Ri. 
The only relational operations that are required in this paper are projection, 
(natural) join, and union. If ri is a relation defined over Ri, the ptojection of ri onto 
X, X E Ri, is qx (ri) = { t[X] 1 t E ri}. If r and s are relations over R and S respectively, 
the (natural) join of r and s, denoted by r w s, is a relation over RS such that 
r w s = {t 1 t[R] E r and t[S] E s). The union of r and s, denoted by r v s, where r 
and s are relations defined over the same set of attributes, is the set of tuples that 
are in r or s or both. 
The universal relation model we are working with in this paper is the weak instance 
model [23, 26, 30, 37, 42, 431. Given a state r for the database scheme (R = 
w,, Rt, l l l 9 R,), F), we say that Z, a relation over U, is a weak instance for r w.r.t. 
F if 
* ?TRi(Z)2ri for WiGn, 
@ Z satisfies F. 
Under the weak instance model, a database state is said to be consistent w.r.t. a 
set of fd’s F if a weak instance exists for that state w.r.t. F [23, 261. 
Given a state r for the database scheme (R, F), the tableau for r, written T,, is 
defined as follows. For each relation ri E r, and for each tuple t E ri, there is a row 
s in T, such that S[ Ri] = t, and, for all A in U - Rip s[A] is 6, , where 6, is a distinct 
symbol appearing nowhere else in T,. me symbol 6, is called a nondistinguished 
-vzriable (ndt?). 
Given the tableau T, for a database state r of (R, F), we associate with each fd 
X + Y in F the following fd-rule 5~ .X + Y: If IF, has two rows t and u such that 
t[X] = u[X], but they are not equal on some columns of Y, then for all columns 
A in Y such that ?[A] # u[A] do, 
if ?[A] = Si and u[A] = Sk, then replace all occurrences in T, of ~3~ by Si, 
else if ?[A] = c, c not an ndv, and u[A] = Si, then replace all occurrences of Si in 
T, by c; 
otherwise if none of the above two cases hold, we obtain the empty tableau. 
Ihe chase of T, w.r.t. F is the process of repeatedly applying to T, the rules for 
the fd’s in F as long as a change can be made. The nonempty tablea,u obtained 
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after no more fd-rules can be applied is called CHASE~( T,) 12, 12, 321. It has been 
shown in 1261 that, for any nonempty state r, CHASE~( T,) is nanempty if and only 
if r is a consistent state. CHASE~( T,',) is called the representative instance for state 
R For a given database, the representative instance is exactly the common information 
of all its weak instances [23, 30, 341. 
Assume r is a state of (R, F) and let T, be its tableau. Let t be a tuple in T, and 
let X G U. We say that t is total on X if, for all A E X, t[A] is not an ndv. Also, 
we define [X] as { t[X] 1 tE CHASE~( T,) and t is total on X}. We also say that [X] 
is the X-total projection of the representative instance for r. 
The set of all consistent states for a database scheme (R, F) is WSAT( R, F) = {r 1 r 
is a state of (R, F) and c is consistent w.r.t. F}. A relation ri is consistent w.r.t. 
F’IR, if there is a universal relation I satisfying F such that mR,( I) 2 ri. The locally 
consistent states of (R, F) are elements of the set LSAT( R, F) = {r 1 ri is consistent 
w.r.t. F+IRi, for each ri E c}. 
A database scheme (R, F) is said to be independent w.r.t. F if and only if 
LSAT( R, F) = WSAT(R, F) [24,27,37,38], That is (R, F) is independent if verifying 
that each relation satisfies its projected fd’s is sufficient o ensure that the state is 
consistent. 
A database scheme (R, F) is bounded w.r.t. F if, for every tuple t in the representa- 
tive instance of any consistent state P of (R, F), t’s total part can be obtained in at 
most k fd-rule applications tarting from T, for some constant k a 0 [22, 341. 
The largest class of database schemes known to be bounded w.r.t. fd’s is the class 
of independent database schemes [4, 13,27,33, 391. 
2.2. Hypergraphs for database schemes 
A hypergraph is a pair H = ( V, E), where V is a set of nodes and E is a collection 
of nonempty subsets of V [S]. 
Given a database scheme (R, F), its hypergraph, denoted by HR, has U as its set 
of nodes, and R as its set of edges. If (R, F) is a BCNF database scheme, we are 
also interested in the hypergraph of RT, Ri E R, denoted by HR:. HR; has Rr as its 
set of nodes, and its set of edges is formed by the Rj’s included in RT. It is clear 
that HR; is a subhypergraph of HR. 
We have to define the concept of cycle in a hypergraph since we want to find a 
sufficient condition for boundedness in terms of acyclicity. There are, however, 
several degrees of cyclicity for hypergraphs [20,21]. Among these, the most interest- 
ing are Berge-, a-, p-, and y-cyclicity [21]. Following [3, 211, we give below the 
required terminology of hypergraphs used in this paper. 
Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph. A path from x,(E,) to x,(&J is a sequence . 
(El, E2, l l l 9 Em) such that 
x,EE, and x,EE,; 
El, E2r . . . , E,,, are edges in 
EknEk+,#(bfork=1,2 ,..., m-l; 
no proper subsequence of it satisfies the above properties. 
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Two nodes (edges) are connected if there exists a path from one to the other. 
) is connected if every pair of nodes (edges) in 
xample 2.1. Let (R, F) = ((R,(CT), &( HRC), 
{C + T, HR + C, HT-, R, CS-, G, HS-, R}) be a database scheme. In HR, we have 
that ( Rj, R2) and ( R4) are paths from C to S. 
A ‘y-cycle of length m is a sequence (E,, xl, &, x2,. . . , E,,,, x,,,, Em+,) such that 
Xl, x2, . . . , x,,, are all distinct nodes of H; 
E&32,--., E,,, are all distinct edges in E, and El = Em+,; 
ma3; 
xk is in Ek and Ek+, for k=l,2,...,m; 
if 1 G i < m, then Xi is in no Ej except Ei and Ei+l . 
A hypergraph H = (V, E) is y-acyclic if H does not have a y-cycle; otherwise it is 
y-cyclic. Similarly, a database scheme (R, F) is y-acyclic if HR does not have a 
y-cycle; otherwise it is y-cyclic. 
Example 2.2. The hypergraph of the BCNF database scheme ({ R,(ABC), R2( AD), 
R3( DE), R,(ABG), R,( BCEF), R6( FG)}, {F + G, BCE + F, AB + G, D+ E, A + 
D}) has the following y-cycle in HR;: (R4, B, Rsr F, Rs,, G, R4)- (RI, A, R4r B, RI) 
is not a y-cycle since m = 2. Notice that (R,, A, R2, D, R3, E, R5, F, R6, G, R4, 
B, R,) is not a y-cycle either since A is in R, , R2, and R4. 
We are not going to define Berge-, /3- or ar-cyclicity; we refer the interested reader 
to 1211. 
We shall prove that y-acyclic BCNF database schemes are bounded w.r.t. E We 
conjecture that &acyclic BCNF database schemes are also bounded w.r.t. F, but 
that is an open problem. 
2.3. Some properties of y-acyclic hypergraphs 
In what follows we give some useful properties of y-acyclic hypergraphs that we 
use later on in the paper. Given a family of sets E = {El,. . . , E,,}, Bachman( E) is 
defined as follows: 
if Ei E E, then Ei E Bachman( 
if X and Y are in Bachman( then X n Y is in Bachman( 
A family of sets {W,,..., W,,J is connected if the hypergraph H = 
Vm} E Bachman( ) is the unique minimal connection 
(a) K 2X, an 
(b) for all connected subsets {W,, . . . , Wk} Of Bachman( ) such that Uf=, Wi 2 
(Wj,,..., Win,JC{Wl,ma*, Wk} such that Wi 2 4 for 1 sj s m. There 
cient methods of finding the u.m.c. [9, 15,441. The following result 
concerning u.m.c.‘s and y-acyclic hypergraphs is stated in [21, 441, and recently 
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is p 4cycZc if and only if has the u.m.c. among 
Another useful property of y-acyclic hypergraphs i  the following from 133. 
A hypergrap?l is y-acyclic if and only vfor every pair of its nodes n 
m, all paths from n to m have the same length. 
Example 2.5. HR in Example 2.1 is y-cyclic (and the-efore ( F)) since there are 
two paths’ from C to S of different length. 
In the rest of this paper when we refer to (a)cyclicity we shall be referring to 
y-( a)cyclicity. 
3. Algorpithms for proving bcw&d~~~ nf acyclls BCNF database schemes 
In this section, we present he algorithms used in this paper to prove that acyclic 
BCNF database schemes are bounded. We present first Algorithm 1 (see Fig. l), 
the algorithm we use to compute HR; for each Rj E and for any BCNF database 
scheme (R, F). After having done that, we introduce an algorithm that chases the 
tableau T, for a consistent state Y of an acyclic BCNF database scheme in a particular 
way. Then, we conclude this section by proving in Lemma 3.3 a fact that is useful 
in the rest of the paper. 
Algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 1. We associate with each computation of HR: a 
sequence Si = (Sb, Si, , . . . , Si,,), which consists of the relation schemes in Rt in the 
order in which they were added to HR: by Algorithm I; Sb = Ri. 
Example 3.1. Let the input to Algorithm 1 be the BCNF database scheme (
{ R,( ABCF), R2( AD), R,( DE), R4( ABCG)}, { AB + CG, D + E, A+ D, AB + CF}). 
Figure 2 shows the hypergraph for RT. 
Algorithm I 
Input: a BCNF database scheme (I?, F). 
Output: hypergraph of RT, for each f?i E R. 
(1) for each Ri in R do begin 
(2) let tjR: = ( V = Ri, E = { Ri}) 
(3) Rest=R-{Ri} 
(4) while there is an Rj in Rest such that V contains a key of Rj 
(5) E=EU{Ri); V= Vu Rj; 
(6) Rest = Rest - { Rj}; 
(7) end 
(8) end 
Fig. 1. Algorithm 1. 
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Fig. 2. HR; for Example 3.1. 
We now introduce Algorithm 2, shown in Fig. 3, an algorithm to chase a consistent 
state of an acyclic BCNF database scheme. We are going to prove that this algorithm 
obtains the total part of any tuple in CHASE& T,) in a fixed number of applications 
of fd-rules. We shall do this by proving that Step 2 of Algorithm 2 equates only 
ndv’s. Unlike previous approaches [4,13,27,33,39], which assume independence, 
proving that Step 2 equates only ndv’s is a difficult task in our case since we are 
no longer guaranteed that each attribute in a closure is “added” by a unique fd 
embedded in a unique relation scheme. In fact, this property ‘makes our proof of 
boundedness much more difficult than in the independent case. TQ illustrate how 
tuples in T, are extended using Algorithm 2, let us consider the following example. 
Example 3.2. Let ({R,(AB), &( BC), RJBCD)}, (B + CD}) be an acyclic BCNF 
database scheme. The edges in HR; are I?, , R2, and R3. Then in Algorithm 2 tuples 
originating from rl can be extended with tuples from rj or with those from r2. 
Therefore if we want to compute the AC-total projection, then we will show in 
Algorithm 2 
Input: T, for a consistent state r’of an acyclic BCNF database scheme (R, F). For each Ri E R, 
HR: = (Vi, Ei) as computed by Algorithm 1. 
OUtpUt: CHASE&T,). 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(121 
(13) 
Step 1: 
for each Ri E R da begin 
I;E each 1 iI1 T, fiXMll t-i b0 
Rest = Ei - { Ri} 
while there exist Rj in Rest, t’ in T, from Oj, and 
Kj, a key of Rj, such that r’[ Kj] = t[ K, J do begin 
I[ Rj] = Z’[ Rj] 
Rest = Rest - { Rj} 
end 
end 
end 
Step 2: 
let T: be the outcome from Step 1. 
obtain CHASI+( T,) from T:. 
Fig. 3. Algorithm 2. 
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Section 5 that the expression to compute this total projection is V&R, w &) u 
Now, we prove in the following lemma that when we add Rj to HR;, the 
ineersection of Rj with the attributes in HR: is always included in some relation 
scheme already in the hypergraph. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCIVF database scheme, and let Ri E R. Let 
H’ = ( V, E) be a partial hypergraph of RT before an execution of the while-loop in 
Algorithm 1. Let Rj E R be the edge chosen in line (4) in Algorithm 1. Let CPj = Rj n V. 
Then there exists an edge Et in H’ such that Et 2 CPj. 
Proof. Let H”= (VU Rj, E’ = E u { Rj]). Since H” is connected and acyclic, by 
Theorem 2.3 the u.m.c. among CPj exists in Bachman( Let this be { w). { W} is 
a singleton since Rj contains CPj. Now, let us consider any connected subset 
{R il 9 . . . , R,,} of E such that (Ur=, R,) 2 CPj. By the u.m.c. among CPj, there exists 
an Ri,E(Ri,,..., Riq} such that R, 2 CPj. 0 
In the rest of this paper, we refer to a computation of HR; by Algorithm 1 simply 
as a computation of RT. 
4. pAcyclic BCNF database schemes are bounded 
In this section, we prove that acyclic BCNF database schemes are bounded. We 
do this by proving that if we chase the tableau Tr for a consistent state of an acyclic 
BCNF database scheme using Algorithm 2, then Step 2 of Algorithm 2 equates only 
ndv’s. This implies that the total part of every tuple in CHASE~( T,) is obtained in 
Step 1 of Algorithm 2 in a number of applications of fd-rules which depends only 
on the number of relation schemes in the database scheme. 
Some definitions 
We now give most of the definitions needed in this section. Let ( F) be a BCNF 
database scheme and let Ri E Let us consider a computation of RT. Let HR; = 
(V, E) be the partial hypergraph for RT before an execution of the 
Algorithm 1. Let Rj E R be such that it can be chosen at line (4) in 
We say that Rj can be added to HR: (RT). Assume Rj is cho 
1. We say that Rj is a relation scheme that is added to 
a connection point of Rj (in RT) and it is denoted by CPj. NOW, let Kj, , . . . , Kjq be 
the keys o in CPj. en, for lekq, if we sav that Kj, (CPj or Rj) 
adds A to ;ifAE we say that Kj, (C -extends RT; we say that Ri 
uses Kj, (CPj) in 37. 
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Let Ki,,*ms, Kim be the keys of Rim We regard Ki,, for 1 s Is m, as adding A to 
RT, for any A E Ri. Also, we make the conventions that CPi = U Ki,, and that Ri 
(Ki, or CPi) A-extends RT, for any A E Ri. We say that Rj in RT can A-extend R T 
if there is a computation of RT in which Rj A-extends RT. Notice that if A E Ri, 
then Ri is the only relation scheme that A-extends RT. Let A, BE RT. We say that 
AB is (or A and B are) not split in RT if for all computations of RT, Rj A-extends 
RT if and only if Rj B-extends RT. The following example illustrates ome of these 
definitions. 
Example 4.1. Let (R, F) = ({ R,( ED), Rz( DB), R,( DBC), Ra( DBCAF)}, {D + B, 
D + BC, D + BCAF, F + ABCD}) be a BCNF database scheme. (R, F) is an acyclic 
BCNF database scheme. Figure 4 shows H R. Let us consider (R, , R4, R3 ) R2), a 
computation of RT. In this computation of R;‘, CP, = {D}. Since {D} is the only 
key of R4 in CP, and since ABCF c ABCDF - { D} (i.e., R4 - KJ, R4 adds A, B, C, 
and F to Rr. In fact, R4 A-, B-, C-, and F-extends Rr since A, D, C, and F are 
not in V when R4 is added to R;‘. R2 adds B to RT, since BE DB -{D} (i.e., 
B E R2 - K2). Another connection point of R4 in RT, which can C-extend R‘: is 
DB; this occurs in the following computation of R;‘: (R, , R2, R4, R,). Other compu- 
tations of RT in which CP, = DBC can A-extend R’: are (R, , R3, R4, R2) and 
(R, , R2, R3, R,J. AF is not split in RT, but B and C are split in RT. It is worth 
noting that the connection points of R4 in different computations of RT are totally 
ordered by set inclusion. 
Fig. 4. HR for Example 4.1. 
Overview of this section 
This section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we first prove that for every 
A in RT there is a unique maximal set of attributes (CPiA) which A-extends RT. 
Then using this fact we characterize when A and B are not split in RT. With these 
results at hand, the rest of Section 4.1 is concerned with proving that if K,,, a key 
of some R,, in RT, determines A and K,, G CPiA, then there is a B in Kp such that 
is not split in RT or CPis 2 {A}. This result is used in Section 4.4, in 
Lemma 4.29, to prove that when computing CHASE#") the A-component of a 
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tuple in T, originating from ri can be equated only by keys in CPj,+ In Section 4.2, 
we study the structure of CPjA in Rr. We prove that if CPjA 2 RT, then, under some 
specific conditions, CPjA is not split in Rr. This result is used in Lemma 4.29 to 
prove that, while computing CHASE~( T,), if the A-component of a tuple t in T, 
from 5 is not an mdv, then t consists of constants on the unique maximal set of 
attributes (CP,,J which A-extends RT. Section 4.3 contains some technical results 
about nonsplitness of attributes required in Section 4.4. In Section 4.4, as mentioned 
above, we prove some important facts about he computation of cHAsEF( T,) required 
in Section 4.5 for proving that acyclic BCNF database schemes are indeed bounded. 
4.1. Some properties of C Pj in R f 
We study first the connection points that can A-extend RT and prove that there 
exists a unique maximal connection point that can A-extend RT. 
Example 4.1 above shows that the connection points of R4 in RT are ordered by 
set inclusion. The following proposition proves that in general this is the case, 
provided that the BCNF database scheme is acyclic. 
Proposition 4.2. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme atod let Ri E R. Let 
Rj in RT and let CPj, , CPjz, . . . , CPjq be a sequence of connection points of Rj 
corresponding to q diferent computations of RT. men CPj, , CPjz, . . . , CPjq are totally 
ordered by set inclusion. 
Proof. By contradiction. AssuPPle that CPj,, CPj,, . . . , CPj,,, 1 c n G q, is a ,;zquence 
of connection points as defined above such that CPj,, is the first connection point 
that violates the set inclusion total ordering. Observe that this implies Rj # Ri; else 
there is only one connection point. Then, there exists a CPj!, for some 1 s 1 c n, 
such that CPj, and CP,, are not comparable. (Two sets are not comparable if neither 
one contains the other one.) Consequently, there exist an x,, in CPj,, - CPj,, and an 
~1 in CPj, -CPj,,. Notice that Rj 2 {x”, XI}. 
Consider the paths from x1 to X, in &;. One of then is (Rj) itself. Now, we are 
going to show that there is another path from x1 to X, of length greater than or 
equal to 2, contradicting Theorem 2.4. Let us consider a computation of RT in 
which the connection point of Ri is CPj,. That is, let H, = (V,, El), the hypergraph 
for RT before an execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1; be such that Rj can 
be added to HI and Rj n V, = CPj,; x,, e V,; else X, E CPj,; therefore, there is no edge 
in El containing JC~ and x,,. Let us consider a computation of RT in which the 
connection point of Rj is CPj,, . That is, let H,, = ( V,, ), the hypergraph for Rr 
before an execu of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, be such that Rj can be add 
to H, and Rjn = CPj,,; x& V,; else x1 E CPj,,; therefore, there is no edge in 
containing x1 and x,. Let H’ = ( V, v V,, El u E,,). Since H’ is a connected subset of 
, xl and x,, are connected in H’. Consider the paths in H’ from xi to x,,. Since 
there is no edge containing both of them, any of these paths is of length greater 
than or equal to 2. This contradicts Theorem 2.4. 
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Hence, our claim that CP,,, CP,, . . . , CPjn are totally ordered by set inclusion 
and must hold. Cl 
Corollary 4.3. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E Let 
Rj in R+ be SUCH that it can A-extend Rr. Let CPj, 3 CPjz, . . . , CP, be connection 
points of Rj corresponding to q different computations of Rr in which Rj A-extends 
RT. Then CPj, 9 CPjz, . . . , CPjq are totally ordered by set inclusion. 
Proof. Since, by Proposition 4.2, all the connection points of Rj in RT are ordered 
by set inclusion, the same holds for a subset of connection points of Rj in Rt which 
can A-extend RT. 0 
Let Rj in RT be such that it can A-extend RT. We shall denote the maximal 
connection point of Rj that can A-extend Rf as CPjAi. 
Proposition 4.4. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNFdatabase scheme, and let A E RT - Ri. 
Let Rj in RT be such that it can A-extend RT. Then, there exists an RP in RT, such 
that RP 2 CPjA,, A E RP, and A E CPjA,* 
Proof. Let us consider a computation of RT such that CPjAi A-extends Rr, 
Let H = (V, E) be a partial hypergraph for RT before Rj A-extends Rb using 
CPjA,. Notice that Rj # Ri since A g Ri. Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exists an RP in 
E sti_ h that RP ‘2 CPj,+. By the definition of A-extending RT, A e CPjAi l Clearly, 
AER,,. 0 
Let us now consider the connection points of two relation schemes in Rf that 
can A-extend Rf. In the following proposition, we prove that if there is more than 
one Rj in Rf which can A-extend RT, then their maximal connection points that 
can A-extend RT are identical, provided that (R, F) is an acyclic BCNF database 
scheme. 
Proposition 4.5. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let 
Rjls Rj~9*-~, Rjq in RT be such that for all 1 s 1 s q, Rj, can A-extend RT. Then 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume that CPj,A,, CPjzAi, . . . , CPjkAi, 1~ k s 4, is a 
sequence of connection points such that CPjkAi is the first connection point that 
violates the equality among them; notice that this implies that AE Ri. Then there 
are two cases to be considered epending on whether CPjkA, is comparable with 
any other connection point, say CPj,A,. 
Case 1: CPjliAi is not comparable with CPj,Ai. Then there exist an x1 E 
CPjIAi - Cl’kkAi and X& E CPjkAi - CPj,,+ . Consider the paths from x1 to A in HR:. 
,) itself. Now we prove there exists a path from xl to A in HR: of 
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length greater than or equal to 2. LeQ us consider a computation of Rr in which 
the connection point of Rjk is CPjkAi. That is, let Hk = ( Vk9 ), the hypergraph for 
RT before an execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, such tEat A e Vk, Rjk 
can be added to Hk, and Rjk A Vk = CPjkAi; & E V,. Notice th since Ati V,, we 
have that, for all 1 s 1 s q, Rjl e & Let us consider a corn n of RT in which 
the connection point of Rj, is CPj,A,. That is, let HI = (V, J, the hypergraph for 
Rr before an execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, be such that A e 
can be added to HI, and Rj, n VI = CPj,A,; x1 E V, . Notice that since A L 
have that, for all lslsq, Rj,g El. kt H’=(V’= Vku VI,Eku&). 
We claim x1 ti Rjk. Assume otherwise. Then H’ represents a partial hypergraph in 
a computation of RT and it is such that Rjk can A-extend RT. Since x, E Rjk and x1 
is in H’, Rjk 1~ V’ contains {XI} and CPjkAi . This violates the maximality assumption 
Of CPj& l 
Since H’ is a connected subset of t”“, x1 and JQ are connected in H’. Consider 
the paths in H’ from x1 to &; any of these paths neither L ctitain {A} nor any of its 
edges is R, for 1 6 1 s q. Attach to any of these paths the edge -I& 9 and since xl e Rjk , 
we obtain a path of length greater than or equal to 2 from x1 to A (going &rough 
&) in HR;. This contradicts Theorem 2.4. Thus this case is not possible. 
Case 2: CPj,*, is comparable with CPj,Ai. ASSUSIE that CPjkA, 2 CPj,AI. (The case 
CPj,Ai ’ CPjkAi is analogous.) Since A & Ri, by Proposition 4.4 there exists an Rp in 
RT such that Rp 2 CPj& and A e RP. Since CPjk,+ 2 CPj,Ai, there exists an & in 
CPj~Ai-CPi,Ai; xk 6 Rj, since if it does, Rj, n Rp Contains {&} and CPj, A,, a COnneCtiOn 
point of Rjl that can A-extend RT; this violates the maximality assumption Of CPj,A, . 
Then the following sequence is a cycle: (Rj,, A, Rjk, xk, R,,, Xlpk, Rj,), where $,k E 
Rj, n Rp n Rjk, and it does exist since R,, 2 CPj& 1 CPj,,$ and none of them is empty. 
Hence, this case is not possible. 
Therefore, CPj,Ai = CPj,A, = l l ’ = CPjkAi . n 
We shall refer to the (unique) maximal connedion point that can A-extend RT by 
CPiA l
The following example illustrates that the above implication does not hold for 
cyclic BCNF database schemes. 
F) = ({ R,( ED), H2( DB), R,( DBC), R4( DBCA), R5( DA)}, 
+ B, D+ BC, D-, BCA}) be a BCNF database scheme. Figure 5 shows 
HR. The maximal connection point of R4 that can A-extend R‘: is DBC. And the 
maximai connection point of R5 that can A-extend RT is {D}. They are different 
because is cyclic. The cyclicity of can be demonstrated by the cycle (&, A, 
%, C, RJ, D, Rd. 
Before proceeding, we state the following facts; their proofs are omitted since 
they are trivial. 
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Fig. 5. HR for Example 4.6. 
Fact 4.7. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Assume 
AER’ - Rim Let R,, in R be such that A E RP and either RP 1 CPiA or K,, c CPiA for 
some key KP of RP. Then R,, is in Rr and it can A-extend RT. 
Fact 4.8. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let RP in 
RT be such that it can A-extend RT. Then RP 2 CP,AA. 
Fact 4.9. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let R,, in 
RT be such that it can A-extend RT. Assume B E RP -CPiA. 7hen RP (or CPiA) can 
B-extend RT and, furthermore, for all computations of RT, if R,, A-extends RT, then 
RP B-extends RT. 
Fact 4.10. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Assume 
AE R:- Ri, and BE Rim Let RP be such that it can A-extend RT and BE Rr. Then 
CPiA 2 {B}. 
With these results at hand, in the rest of this subsection we characterize a
relationship betwleen a particular pair of attributes A and B in RT. We are interested 
in the relationship betwee, ‘1 and B when B is in K,,, KP is a key of RP in RT that 
determines A, but B ti CPiA. We are interested in proving in Lemma 4.16 below that, 
for these B and A, it is the case that AB is not split in Rt or CPiB 3 {A}. The 
following example illustrates this situation. 
Example 4.11. Let (R, F) = ((R,( ED), R2( DB), R,( DBC), R4( DBCAF), R&W), 
R,(AGI), R,( F,4J)}, {D+ B, D-, BC, D-, BCAF, F + ABCD, A-, G, G+ AI, 
I + GA, F + AJ)) be a BCNF database scheme. (R, F) is an acyclic BCNF database 
scheme. Figure 6 shows HR. Let us examine the keys in RT that determine A. {D} 
is the only key that determines A in CP iA, which is DBC. {F} is in a relation scheme 
that can A-extend RT, it is a key that determines A, and satisfies that AF is not 
split in Rt. { 6) in RS and R6, determines A, satisfies CPIG 2 {A}, and it is in a 
relation scheme!, 5 9 that cannot A-extend RT. For {I}, note that it is a key 
determining A that cannot even add A to RT; it satisfies CPI f 2 {A}. 
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Fig. 6. HR for Example 4.11. 
First we eie going to tackle the ease when B is in a relation scheme which can 
A-extend RT. After that, Proposition 4.15 will treat the case when B is an element 
of a.relation scheme containing A, but B is not in a relation scheme that can 
A-extend RT,. After that, Lemma 4.I6 will summarize these results proving our main 
claim in this subsection. 
Proposition 4.12. Let (I?, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Rj E R. Let 
Rj in RT be any relation scheme that cun A-extend RT. Let B E Rj - CPj,+. Then, either 
CPjAi = CPjBi or CPj, 1 CPjAi u {A}. 
Proof. If Rj = Ri, then by convention CPiAi and CPjBi are equal. We assume Rj # Ri 
in the rest of the proof. 
Since BE Rj -CPjA,, by Fact 4.9, CPj,+ is a connection point of Rj that can 
B-extend RT. However we do not know if it is the maximal connection point of Rj 
that can B-extend RT. Let us compare CPjAi against CPjBi; they are ordered by set 
inclusion by Proposition 4.2; and they are in Rj. CPjAi does not include CPj,,; else 
the maximality assumption of CPjBi is violated. Then, either CPjAi = CPjs, or CPjA, = 
CPj& l If they are equal, then we are finished with the proof. Hence, assume 
CPjAi c CPj,* But this implies CPj, 2 {A}, else if A E Rj -CPjs,, then C&B,. can 
A-extend Rf, violating the maximality assumption of CPjAi* q 
In the following proposition, we prove that if B E RI, where RI is a relation scheme 
in Rf that can A-extend RT, B ti CP,,+, and CPIAi = CP,,, then AB is not split in RT. 
AB is not split in RT. 
BCNF dutubuse scheme and let Ri E 
Ai = CyiBi. Then 
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Proof. Assume Rq can A-extend RT. We have to prove that for all computations 
of RT, Rq A-extends RT if and only if Rq B-extends RT. We prove the “only-if” 
part; the “if” part is symmetric. If Rj = Rj, then the proposition is &ally true. 
Hence, assume Ri # Rj in the rest of the proof. Observe that by Fact 4.9, Rj can 
B-extend Rr. Notice that A e R,; else Rj cannot A-extend RT. For the same reason, 
Be Rim 
We first prove B must be in Rq. Assume otherwise. Then Rp # l By assumption, 
CPjBi = CPjAi. Since A e Ri, consider a computation of Rf where H’ = (V, E), the 
hypergraph for Rr before an execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, is such 
that Ati V and we can use Rq to A-extend RT and the connection point is the 
maximal one. B E V; else we can add Rj to H’ obtaining CPjAi 2 {B); this fact and 
CPjBi = CPjA, imply CPj, 2 {B}, which is a contradiction to Proposition 4.4. NOW, 
add Rq to H’. After doing that we add Rj and we have that CPjBi 2 {A}, since Rj 
-extends RT. This fact, along with CPjA, = CPjsi, implies CPjAi => {A}; a contradic- 
n to Proposition 4.4. Hence, B must be in Rp’ 
Next we want to show that if Rq A-extends RT, then Rq B-extends RT. If we 
show B E Rq -Ca,,,, then we are finished with the proof since, by Fact 4.9, if Rq 
A-extends RT, then R, B-extends RT. This is trivial. Since B E Rj - CPjA, and, by 
Proposition 4.5, CPjAi = CPq,+, and hence, B L CP,,,. Then, since B E 4, B E 
Rq -CP,,,. 0 
xample 4.14. Let (R, F) = ({ R,( ED), R2( DB), R3( DBC), R,( DBCAF), 
R,( DBCAFG)}, {D+ B, D + BC, D + BCAFG, F + ABCD}) be a BCNF database 
scheme. (R, F) is an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Since CPIA = CPtF = DBC 
and FE R4-CPIA, by Proposition 4.13, AF is not split in RT. 
So far, we have considered only B in relation schemes which can A-extend RT. 
In the following proposition, we consider attribute B in relation schemes which 
contain A, but B is not an element of any relation scheme that can A-extend RT. 
Pro~s~tl~n 4.15. Eet (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let 
in RT be such that it contains AB. Assume B is not in any relation scheme that can 
-extend RT. 7hen CPis z(A) and Be Rim 
of. First observe that the assumptions in the proposition imply that A Z B. If 
RI can B-extend RT, then the proposition holds since A must be in V when RI is 
added to the partial hypergraph to B-extend RT in Algorithm 1. Hence, assume in 
the rest of the proof that R, cannot B-extend RT. 
Since BE RT, let Rp in RT be such that R,, can B-extend RT. By assumption, Rp 
cannot A-extend RT. We prove by contradiction that CPp, z {A}. Assume otherwise. 
We first prove that A cannot be in Rp. Assume A E R,,. If A @ V when R,, is added 
artial hypergraph to B-extend RT in Algorithm 1, then Rp A-extends RT; 
diction since R,, is a relation scheme that cannot A-extend RT. On the other 
si 2 {A}, which contradicts our assumption. Hence A e Rp. 
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Let us consider the paths from B to A in H,+ One of them is (R,). We want to 
prove there is another path of length greater than or equal to 2. If A and B cannot 
be extended at the same time, then there are two cases to be considered epending 
on whether RT is B- or A-extended first. Since there is no relation scheme that can 
A-extend RT and contains {B}, AB cannot be extended at the same time. Assume 
RF is B-extended before being A-extended. (The other case is symmetric with B 
and RP in the roles of A and Rj respectively.) Let Rj in RT be such that can A-extend 
RT, and consider a computation of RT. Let H’ = (V, E), the hypergraph for Rf 
before an execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, be such that B E V, Ae V, and 
Rj can be added to IQ’. Since B g Rj, there is a path from A to B in H”= 
( Vu Rj, E u { Rj}) of length greater than or equal to 2. This contradicts Theorem 2.4. 
Therefore, A must be in CP,, = CPiB. Observe that this implies A E R,,. If RP = Ri, 
then RP can A-extend Rb and contains {B}. This contradicts the assumption about 
RP. Hence, R,, # Ri. Also B P! Ri; else RP cannot B-extend RT, contradicting our 
assumption about RP. Cl 
Finally, we are ready to prove the main claim in this subsection. 
Lemma 4.16. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let RP 
in RT be such that A E R,, - Kb for some key KP of RP. If KP e CPiA 9 then there is a 
B E KP - CPiA such that either AB is not split in RT or CPis 2 (A). 
Proof. Assume k& SZ @PiA- Then there is a B such that B E KP - CPiA. There are two 
cases to be considered epending on whether B E RI in RT which can A-extend RT 
for some RI in R. 
Case 1: B E RI and RI can A-extend R’,f. By Proposition 4.12, CPIA, = CPIBi or 
CP,, 2 {A}. If CPIAi = CP,,, then by Proposition 4.13, kB is not split in RT; else 
CP,, 2 {A}, which, by Proposition 4.5 and the definition of CPis, implies CPis 1 {A}. 
Case 2: B is not in any relation scheme that can A-extend RT. In this case, R,, 
contains AB. Then by Proposition 4.15, CPis 2 (A}. Cl 
4.2. Some properties of CPjA in Rf. 
In this subsection, we study the maximal connection point that A-extends Rf 
(CPjA) when CPjAC_ RT. First, we take a look at the case when CPiA and CPjA have 
a key in common. We prove that if this is the case, then CPiA = CFjA, provided A 
is neither in Ri nor in Rj. After that, we prove that CPj, is not split in RT under 
some specific conditions determined by the induction part of the proof for Part (B) 
of Lemma 4.29 in Section 4.4. As mentioned earlier in the overview of this section, 
these results are used to prove, in Part (B) of Lemma 4.29 (Section 4.4), that, in 
any computation of CHASE~( T,), if the A-component of a tuple originating from 5 
is a constant, then the tuple must consist of constants on CPjA. 
We first need to prove the following fact. 
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Proposition 4.17. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database schem 
that AE RT- Ri. Assume B E CPiA l If R, is a relation scheme in 
then CPiA c Rq. 
f. Since Ag Ri, let Rp E R be such that it can A-extend RT. By Fact 4.8, 
Rp 2 CPiAA. Notice that this implies AB is in Rp. 
Assume Rp E R contains AB. We claim Rq 2 CPiA. Assume otherwise; hence, 
Rp # R4’ We know B is in CPiA and Rq. Since AE Ri, Proposition 4.4 implies that 
there exists an R, in RT such that R, 2 Clp,A and Ae R,. Let Xi E CPiA - Rq, Xi E Rp 
since CPiA G Rp. Then the owing cycle exists: (R,, Xi, Rp, A, RqI B, R,), a 
contradiction to the fact th& is acyciic. Hence, @PiA 5G Rq. Cl 
The following proposition proves a more general claim than the first one we want 
to prove in this subsection. 
reposition Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let Ri and Rj be 
elements of Assume AB is in both Rr and Ri+, but neither A nor B is in RiRj. Let 
Rp be such that Rp 2 CPiACPjsAB and AB C: R,, -CPiACPje. Then, if CPiA TV CPj, # 8, 
then CPiA = CPj,. 
Proof. Assume CPiA A CPj, f 0. By assumption about Rp and Fact 4.7, R,, is in Ri+ 
and RT, and it can A-extend RT and B-extend RT. 
We claim CPiA = CPj, if Ri = Rj. Assume Ri = Rj. Then we have to prove CPiA = 
CPiB. Since Rp can A-extend RT and BE R,-CPiA, by Proposition 4.12, either 
C piA =CPis or CPiB 2 CPiAA. But we know AE CPiB. Thus, CPiA =CPiB. Hence, 
for the rest of the proof we assume Ri # Rj* 
If CPiA and CPj, are not comparable, then the u.m.c. among CPi,CPj, is a 
singleton since R,, contains both. But (CPiA, CPjB) violates the u.m.c. among them. 
Hence, CPiA and CPj, are comparable. 
Now we prove that one cannot be a superset of the other. Assume CPiA 2 CPj,. 
Let X E CPiA - CPj,. Since Ae Ri, by Proposition 4.4, there exists an R, in RT such 
that R, 2 CP, and A e RI. 
We claim BL R,. Assume otherwise. Then let us consider a computation of RT 
such tlat CPiA A-extends RT. Let H = (V, E) be a partial hypergraph for RT such 
tha, =‘c, A-extends RT using CPiA and such that R, is in E By Proposition 4.4, this 
is always possible. Since B E Rp, CPpAi 2 {B}. Then, by Proposition 4.5 and the 
definition of CPiA, CPiA 2 {B}, which is a contradiction to the assumption about B. 
Hence our claim that B ti R, is proven. 
Since CPj, contains at least a key and R,, can B-extend Rf, let this be K,,, a key 
of Rp. Since Kp + x E F+ is a nontrivial fd embedded in R,, Kp is a key of R, and 
R, must be in Rf. 
e prove that this implies CPiA is a connection point in 
RT. Since Y consider a computation of Rf where H’ = ( 
at can B-extend 
the hypergraph 
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for RT before an execution of the lgorithm 1, is such th 
we can use Rp to B-extend RT and that the connection point is CPjB. 
Ae V since A E CPj, and A E Rp. Since K,, is in CPj, and is a key of R,, we can 
add R, to H’. Suppose we add R, to H’ giving H”; notice that B is not in H” since 
BE R,. Now we add R,,’ which B-extends RT. Hence, CPjA is a connection point 
in RT that can B-extend RT. This violates the maximality assumption of CPj,. 
By a similar argument, the other proper inclusion does not hold. Therefore 
CPiA = CPj,. El 
The following example illustrates the next corollary which proves the first of our 
claims in this subsection. 
Example 4.19. Let (R, F) = ({ R,( CD), R2( (DEAFH), R4( BDE)}, {B + DE, 
D+ BEAFH}) be a BCNF database sche F) is an acyclic BCNF database 
scheme. Its hypergraph is shown in Fig. IJ. Let us consider RT and Rz. A is in both 
closures, but A is neither in RI nor in RZ. Also {D} is a key of R3 and it is in both 
CPIA and CP,,+ Then it must be the case that CPIA =CP,,+ 
Fig. 7. HR for Example 4.19. 
Corollary 4.20. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let Ri and Rj be 
elements of R, and assume A is in both RT and Rf, but A is neither in Ri nor in Rj. 
Let Kp be a key of R,, such that A or Rp - Kp, and Kp is in both CPiA and CPjA; Rb E 
Then CPiA = CPjA l
Proof. By Facts 4.7 and 4.8, R,, 2 CPjACPjA. Since A is neither in Ri nor in Rj, by 
Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 and the definition of CPjA and CPjA, A 15 CPiACP’A* Then, 
since A E R,,, A E Rp - CPjACPjA. Observe CPiA n CPjA f 8 since they share Kp. Then 
the corollary follows from Proposition 4.18 with A = B. Cl 
We want to prove that under certain i;onditi 
under certain conditions it holds that for every 
BC is not split in RT. We first give an exam 
proving this claim. 
and C in CPjA, 
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Example 4.21. Let (R, F) = ({ R1( ED), &( DB), &( DBC), R,( DBCAF)}, {D + B, 
D + BC, D + BCAF, F + ABCD}) be a BCNF database scheme. (R, F) is an acyclic 
BCNF database scheme. Its hypergraph isshown in Fig. 4. Notice that C E R3 - CP, B. 
It is observed that when we C-extend R;’ using any 4 E R, R4 can B-extend R:. 
But the converse of this observation does not hold. 
Proposition 4.22. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let 
Rj in RF be such that it can A-extend R T, and B E Rj - CPjAi s If R,, is in R T and it 
can B-extend RT, then 4 can A-extend Rr. 
Proof. First observe that Rj can A- and B-extend RT. Assume 4 is in RT and it 
can B-extend Rr. We wnat to show 4 can A-extend RT. 
We first prove A must be in 4. Assume otherwise. Then R4 f Rj. Notice that 
Be Ri; else j = i and 4 cannot B-extend RT. For the same reason, AE Ri. By 
Proposition 4.12, either CPj& = CPj,+ or CPj, 2 CPjAi u {A}. But, by Proposition 
4.5, CPqBi = CPj&, and Ae CPqBi (since AE &), imply CPjBi = CPjA,. Since Be Ri, 
consider a computation of RT where H’ = (V, E), the hypergraph for RT before an 
execution of the while-loop in Algorithm 1, is such that BE V and we can use Rq 
to B-extend RT and the connection point is the maximal one. Ae V; else we can 
add Rj to H’ obtaining CPj, _ 3 {A}, and, by the observation above, CPj, = CPjAi 
implies CPjA, 2 {A}, which is a contradiction to Proposition 4.4. Now, add R4 to 
H’. After doing that we add Rj and now we have that CPjA, 2 {B}, since Rj A-extends 
RT; this implies CPjBi 2 {B}; a contradiction to Proposition 4.4. Hence, A must be 
in R4’ 
Next we want to show that Rp can A-extend RT. Assume j # q; else we are 
finished with the proof since Rj can A-extend RT. Then neither A nor B are in Ri; 
else i = j and R4 cannot B-extend RT. If we prove CPiA is in Rq, then we are finished 
since this fact and Ae Ri imply, by Fact 4.7, that R4 can A-extend RT. But this is 
obvious. By Proposition 4.5, CPqBi = CPj& and, by Proposition 4.12, CPj& 2 CPjA,. 
Thus CPjA, c Rq. q 
Lemma 4.23. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri, Rj E R. 
Assume AE Rf-Ri and AE Ri- Rj. Let RP E R be such that it can A-extend both 
RT and RT and assume CPiA n CPjA = B). I;hen CPjA is not split in RT. 
Fact 4.8, RP 2 CPj,. Hence CPj, G RT. If CPjA is a sing!eton, the proposi- 
vially true. In the rest of the proof we assume lC’PjAl2 2. Hence, let B and 
C be two attributes in CPjA. We have to prove that R, in RT B-extends Rf if and 
only if RI C-extends RT. We prove the “only-if” part, the other part is symmetric. 
Let RI be a relation scheme in RT such that it can B-extend RT. By Fact 4.8, 
CPiA is in RP. Since CPiA n CPjA = 0 and CPjA E RP, CPjA c R,, -CPiA. Hence, 
B E R, - CPiA. Then by Fact 4.9, RP can B-extend RT. Since RP can A-extend R f 
and BE RP - CPiA, by Proposition 4.22, RI can A-extend RT. Hence by Fact 4.8, 
Now, since A is in RI, by Proposition 4.17, CPjA c RI. Thus C E RI. 
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Observe that C and B are in RI -CPiA since CPjA c RI -CPiA. By Proposition 4.12, 
either CPIBi = CP,,, or CP,,,. 2 CPIAiA. 
If we prc :e C e CPiBi, then C E RI - CP IS,, and hence, by Fact 4.9, if R, B-extends 
RT, then RI C-extends RT. If CPIDi = CP,,, then C E RI -CP,,,, and the proof is 
complete. Hence, assume that CP,B* 2 CP,,+A in the rest of the proof. 
&sume C E CPIBi. Observe B aS Ri; else, by Fact 4.10. CP,,A, 2 {B}, which contra- 
dicts B E RP - CP,. By Proposition 4.4, there is an R, in RT such that R,,, 2 CP,,, 
and B L R,. Since AC G CP,, AC E R,. Since R, 2 AC, by Proposition 4.17, 
R,,, 2 CPjA. Hence B E R,; a contradiction to the fact that BE R,. Hence, C L CP,, 
and the proof is complete. Cl 
Lemma 4.24. Let (lU, F) be an acyclic BCIUF database scheme and let Ri, Rj E R. 
Assume A E RT and A E RT - Rj. Let RP E R be in both RT and RT such that it can 
A-extend RT but cannot A-extend RT. l’hen CPjA is not split in RT. 
Proof. By Fact 4.8, RP 2 CPjAA. Hence CPjA E RT. If CPjA is a singleton, the 
proposition is trivially true. In the rest of the proof we assume lCPjAl2 2. Hence, 
let B and C be two attributes in CPjA l There are two cases to be considered epending 
on whether A E Ri. We examine first the case A e Ri. 
Case 1: Ae Ri. There are two subcases to be examined epending on whether B 
is in some relation scheme that can A-extend RT. 
Case l(a): BE RI for some RI that can A-extend RT. Since RI can A-extend RT, 
by Fact 4.8, CPiAA 2 RI. Since A and B are elements of RI, by Proposition 4.17 
CPjA c RI. Then, by Fact 4.8, RI can A-extend Rj+. We claim CPiA n CPjA = 8. Assume 
otherwise. Since R,, 2 CPjA and CPjA n CPiA is nonempty, RP contains an element 
of CPiA and A. Hence, by Proposition 4.17, CPiA c RP. Now, since R,, contains both 
A and CPiA and Ati Ri, by Fact 4.7, RP can A-extend RT, a contradiction to our 
assumption about RP. Therefore, CPiA A CPjA = 0. Since CPiA n CPjA = 0 and RI can 
A-extend both Rf and Ri+, by Lemma 4.23 (with R1 in the role of R,,), CPjA is not 
split in Rf. 
Case l(b): For all 1 G I s q, CPjA n R, = 0, where R, , . . . , R, are the relation 
schemes that can A-extend RT. Notice that, by assumption about RP, RP cannot 
A-extend RT and, by Fact 4.8. CPjA G R,,. Then, by the assumption about this case, 
CPjA C_ RP - R, for all 1 s I G q. Thus B and C are not in any relation scheme that 
can A-extend RT. By Proposition 4.15, CPiB 2 {A} and BE Ri. Let R, in RT be an 
arbitrary relation scheme that can B-extend RT. We want to prove that if R, B-extends 
RT, then R, C-extends RT. 
Since CPis 2 {A} and, by Fact 4.8, R, => CPisB, AB c R,. Since R, 2 AB and 
B E CPjA, by Proposition 4.17, CPjA c R,. Therefore, C E RI. 
We claim C L CP,, c Assume otherwise. Since B E Rj, by Proposition 4.4, there is 
an R, in Rf such that R, includes CPis, and B P! R,. AC c R,,, since AC c CPM,. 
Since AC is in R,, by Proposition 4.17, CPjA c R,. Thus B E R,, a contradiction 
to the fact that e R,. Hence, C E R, -C&. 
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By Fact 4.9, R, C-extends RT in any computation of RT in which RT is B-extended. 
By a similar argument, we can prove that if a relation scheme C-extends RT, then 
it B-extends RT. 
Case 2: A E Rim Notice that this implies that Ri is the only relation that can 
A-extend RT. If there is a B in CPjA such that BE Ri, then, by Proposition 4.17, 
CPjA E Ri. Hence CPjA is not split in Rf. 
On the other hand, if CPjA n Ri = 0, then for all B in CPjA it holds that Be Ri. 
That is, B is not in a relation scheme that can A-extend RT. Thus the proof for 
Case l(b) above applies here to prove that CPjA is not split in RT. Cl 
4.3. More facts about nonsplitness 
In this subsection, we prove more technical results about nonsplitness of attributes 
required in the proof of Lemma 4.29 in the next subsection. 
4.25. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and let Ri E R. Let 
AB in RT be such that AB is not split in RT. Then CPiA = CPiB. 
Proof. Assume that A and B are in RT and that they are not split in XF. Let Rj in 
RT be such that it can A-extend RT. Since AB is not split in RT, Rj can B-extend 
RT; by Fact 4.8, I$z AB. We want to prove that CI?jAi = CPj,. Notice that if Rj = Rig 
then the proposition trivially holds. Hence in the rest of the proof we assume Rj Z Rim 
A e Ri; else Rj cannot A-extend RT. The same holds for B. Since, for all computa- 
tions of RT, Rj A-extends RT if and only if Rj B-extends RT, it must be the case 
that BE Rj -CPjAi and A E Rj - CPj,. Hence, by Proposition 4.12, either CPjs, 2 
CPjA,A or CPjBi = CPj,+, and either CPjA, 2 CPj,B or CPj, = CPjAi. It is easy to see 
that CPjAi = CPj,. By Proposition 4.5 and the definition of CPiA and CPis, the 
proposition follows. q 
The implication in the previous proposition does not hold in the other direction 
as is illustrated in the following example. 
Example 4.26. Let (R, F) = ({ R,(ED), R,(DB), R3( DBC), R4( DBCAF), 
R5(DBCH)}, {Da BCH, D+ B, D+ BC, D-, BCAF, F + ABCD}) be a BCNF 
database scheme. ( F) is an acyclic BCNF database scheme. A and H are split 
in Rt, although CPIH = @PIA, which is equal to DBC. 
The following proposition establishes the fact that if the maximal connection 
points that A-extend two relation schemes are identical and there is another attribute 
B such that AB is not split in one of the closures, then the same is true for AB in 
the other closure. 
ositio3 F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let Ri and Rj be 
elements of uch that A is in both RT and Rj+, but A is neither in Ri nor in Rj. Let 
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I$, be a key of RP such that A E RP - KP, and KP is in both CPiA and CPjA; RP E 
Then AB is not split in R f if and only if AB is not split in RT. 
Proof. We prove the “only-if” part; the “if” part is symmetric. Assume that AB is 
in RT such that it is not split in RT. From Proposition 4.25, CPiA = CPiB. Also, From 
Corollary 4.20, CPiA = CPjA l Hence CPjA = CPis. 
By Fact 4.7, RP can A-extend RT and, by Fact 4.8, R,, z CPiAA. Since AB is not 
split in RT, B E RP - CPiA and, by Fact 4.9, RP can B-extend Rr. Observe that 
B E RP - CPiA implies B E KP since KP is in CPiA l Since CPiA = CPjA, B E RP - CPjA 
and, by Fact 4.9, R,, can B-extend Rt. By Proposition 4.12, CP,, = CPjA or CPj, 2 
CPjAA. If CPjA = CPj,, then we are finished with the proof since,, by Proposition 
4.13, AB is not split in RT. Hence, assume in the rest of the proof CPj, 2 CPjAA. 
We have that B E Ri; else RP cannot B-extend RT. Also B e Rj; else RP cannot 
B-extend RT. Since CPjA z CPis and CPj, 2 CPjA, CPj, r> CPis. Also we have that 
R,, 2 CPiBCPj,, and CPis and CPj, share a key since KP is in CPis. Then Corollary 
4.20 implies CPis = CPj,. But since CPiB = CPiA and CPiA = CPjA, CPj, = CPjA. This 
implies CPjA 2 CPjAA, a contradiction to Proposition 4.4. 0 
The following result is needed in Lemma 4.29 to prove the second part of Part (B). 
Proposition 4.28. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme and assume R, 
and R2 are in ,R. L.et R,, be in both Rt and Rl and such that it can A-extend Rf 
using a key K,,; A E R, . Assume B E KP - CP,, and C E R,’ -CP,, is such that AC 
is not split in Rt. Then BC is not split in Rl. 
Proof. There are two cases to be considered epending on whether B is an element 
of some relation scheme in Rl that can A-extend Rl. Observe that B is in CPIA 
since RP can A-extend RT using K,,. 
Case 1: B E R, for some R, that can A-extend Rl. By Fact 4.8, R, 2 CP,, . Since 
RECPM, BE R,-CPzA. Hence, by Fact 4.9, R, can B-extend R& 
We first prove C E R,. Since B and AE R,, by Proposition 4.17, CPIA G R,. Since 
both CP, A and A are in R, and A ST! R, , by Fact 4.7, R, is in Rl and it can A-extend 
RT. Since AC is not split in RT, R, can C-extend RT. Hence, C E RI. 
Since C E R, - CPzB, by Fact 4.9, if R, B-extends I;Ez, then R, C-extends Rz. If 
R, = R2, then we are finished with the proof since R2 is the only relation scheme 
that B- and C-extends Rz. In the rest of the proof we assume R, # R2. 
We prove that neif.;ler A nor B nor C are elements of R2. If A E R2, then R, 
cannot A-extend R& Similarly for R and C. 
Since C E R, - CP,,, by Proposition 4.12, either CP,, = CP,, or CP,, 2 CP,, u 
{B}. If they are equal, then, by Proposition 4.13, BC is not split in 
finished with the proof. 
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We prove that CP,, - 3 CP,, u {B} is impossible. By Proposition 4.4, there exists 
an RI in Rl such that RI XP,, and C E RI. We now prove AE RI by proving 
A E CP,,. Assume A E CP,,l. Then A E R, - CP,, and Proposition 4.12 implies 
CP,, 2 CP,, l Since B E R, - CP,,, Proposition 4.12 implies CP,, 1 CP,Az. Hence, 
CP, 2 CP,, = CP,, 2 cp,A,, a contradiction. Thus A E CP,, and hence, A E R,. 
Notice that B E CP,,, and hence B E RI. Also A E Ri. Since B E CPIA and A TV! RI, 
by Proposition 4.17, CPlA - c R,. Since RI also contains {A} and A lif RI, by Fact 4.7, 
R, is in RT and it can A-extend RT, but cannot C-extend RT because C e RI. This 
contradicts our assumption that A and C are not split in R:'. Hence ClQ2 2 CP,, u 
{B} is impossible. 
Cuse 2: B is not an element of any relation scheme that can A-extend Rt. By 
the assumption about Rp and Fact 4.8, CPlA C_ Rp. Let RI in Rz be such that it can 
A-extend Rl; by Fact 4.8, RI contains (A}. If CPlA n RI # 8, then, by Proposition 
4.17, CPlA c RI and thus B is in RI, a relation scheme that can A-extend Rz, 
contradicting the assumption for this case. Hence CPI A n RI = 0. Therefore CPI A c 
Rp - RI for all R, in Rz that can A-extend Rl. Let us consider R, in Rl which can 
B-extend Rl. Since Rp 2 AB and by the assumption on B, Proposition 4.15 implies 
that CP,, 2 {A} and B g R,; therefore, A E R,. Since A and B are in R,, by Proposition 
4.17, CPlA E R,. Since AE R,, by Fact 4.7, R, is in RT and it can A-extend RT. 
Hence, C E R, since A and C are not split in RT. Also C ti R,; otherwise Fact 4.10 
implies C E CP 2B, which contradicts our assumption about C. 
Since C E R, -CP,,, by Proposition 4.12, either CPfcz = CP,, or CP,, 2 CP,, u 
{R}. If they are equal, then, by Proposition 4.13, BC is not split in Rf and we are 
finished with the proof. 
We claim CP,, 2 CP,, u {B} is impossible. By Proposition 4.4, there exists an R, 
in Rl such that RI I> CP,, and C ti R,. Notice that, from above, A E CP,, and hence, 
AB E CP,, . Therefcbre AB c RI. Since BE CPlA and Ae RI, by Proposition 4.17, 
CPIA E RI. Since RI also contains (A} and Ati R,, by Fact 4.7, RI is in Rt and it 
can A-extend Rt, but cannot C-extend RT because C e R,. This contradicts our 
assumption that A and C are not split in Rt. Hence, CP,, 2 CP,,u {B} is 
impossible. Cl 
4.4. &me properties of CHASEF( T,) 
In this subsection, we prove the facts about any computation of CHASE~( T,) 
which are required in Section 4.5 to prove that acyclic BCNF database schemes are 
bounded. 
Before deriving the proofs in this subsection, we need the following definitions. 
Let t, be a tuple in T,. which originates from ri, Ri E R, and assume A E RT. We say 
that Kj (cPjAi, OT CPiA) A-extends tl if Kj (CPjA,, OI' Apia reSpeCtiVely) A-extends 
RT. We shall sometimes denote the maximal connection point that A-extends tl by 
-,,A- We also say that AB is not split (or A and B are not split) in tl if AB is not 
split (A and B are not split) in 
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We remind the reader that for BCNF database schemes the fd’s considered are 
the ones embodied in the relation schemes in the database scheme. Therefore the 
fd used in any fd-rule is of the form Kp + R,, - KP, where &, is a nontrivial key of 
RP. In the following we shall denote a sequence of fd-rules by rl. . .rkandrl...rk(T) 
denotes rk(. . . (q{ T)). . .), where ri( T) is the tableau obtained from applying the 
fd-rule ri to the tableau T. 
Lemma 4.29. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let P be a state of 
(R, F), and Pet Tr be the tableau of r. Suppose T: = rl. . . rk( Tr) is nonempty, t and 
t2 are in T:, and A E U. 
(A) If t,[A] = t2[ A] and is an ndu, the3 
(1) C&A = c&A; 
(2) h[cP,,Al= r,[cpt,Ak 
(3) if AB is not split in tt , then t,[ B] = t2[ B]. 
(W Wl[A] is a constant, then 
(1) t&P@] are constants; 
(2) if AB is not split in t,, then t,[B] is a constant. 
Brwf. By induction on k the number of applications of the fd-rule that produce 
T: from Tr. 
Basis: k =O. Hence, T: = Tr. Part (A): Trivially true since all ndv’s are distinct 
in Tr. a zor Part (B), let tl E T, be a tuple originating from ri, Ri E R. If t,[A] is a 
constant, then A E R+ Since A E Ri, CPiA !Z Rj and tl[CPiA] are constants ince tl[ Ri J 
are constants. Assume B is such that AB is not split in tl . Then B E Ri, and therefore 
t,[B] is a constant. 
Induction: k > 0. Assume T:! is nonempty and is obtained from T, by k - 1 a 0 
fd-rule applications, and let us assume that T: is nonempty and is obtained from 
T:! by applying the fd-rule r&z R,, + RP - K,,, RP E R, to equate v1 and v2 in T’:. By 
the inductive hypothesis, the proposition is true for T’:, and we have to prove it for 
T;. 
Let r,, and r2 be the relations from which v1 and v2 originate respectively for some 
R, and R2 E R. Since v1 is equated with v2 using K,, 4 RP - K,,, RP c RT and Ry G Rg 
WI 
Pirt (A): We assume the transformation involved is equating ndv’s; otherwise 
the induction is trivially true. We have to consider only tl and t2 which are tuples 
in T’,, and AE RP - KP such that 
(a) t,[A] = v,[A], an ndv in Tr, 
(b) t2[A] = v2[A], an ndv in TF, and 
(c) v&4] # v2[A] in TF. 
There are three cases to be considered epending on whether RI, is included in 
both CPlA and CPI,& 
Case 1: Kp is included in both CPIA and C 1 and v2Ml are ndv’s 
in T:, A is neither in R, nor in &. By (a) and the inductive hypothesis (A), 
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CP,,* = CPl& By (b) and the inductive hypothesis (A), CP,,A = C&A. But, by 
Corollary 4.20, CPIA = CP,,. Hence, CP,,A = CP,,A, and therefore (1) holds for t, 
and t2. 
Now we prove that (2) and (3) hold for tl and t2. For both parts, observe t
vl[R,] = v2[Rp] in Ti. First we prove (2). By Facts 4.7 and 4.8, Rp => CPIA = CP,,A. 
Since CP,,A is in Rp, if we prove t,[CP+] = vIICP,,A] in T’: and f2[CP,IA] = vJCP,,,J 
in TF, then we are finished with (2). By (a) and the inductive hypothesis (A), 
t,[CP,,,I = v,[CP,,,J in T:. Similarly, tt[CP,A] = vJCPJ in T:. But, since CP,,A = 
c&A, t2[C&,A] = v~[CP,,A] in T’:. Hence (2) holds for tl and t2. 
Now we prove (3). Let B be such that AB is not split in tl . Since Rp can A-extend 
tl 1, BE Rp. If we prove v,[B] = t,[B] in T: and v2[B] = t2[B] in T:, then we are 
finished with (3). By (a) and the inductive hypotheses (A), t,[ B] = vl[B] in T’: for 
all B such that AB is not split in tl. Similarly, t2[ B] = v2[ B] in T: for all B such 
that AB is not split in t2. But, by Proposition 4.27, AB is not split in tl if and only 
if AB is not split in t2. These facts together imply t2[ B] = v2[ B] in T’: for all B such 
that AB is not split in tl . Hence, (3) holds for tl and t2. 
Case 2: Kp !Z CPi A. We prove that this case is impossible. By Lemma 4.16, there 
is a B in Kp such that either AB is not split in RT( v,) or CPIB 2 {A}. 
Case 2(a)(i): AB is not split in vl and v,[B] is an ndv in T:. So v2[B] = o,[B] 
and it is an ndv in T’: since we can apply Kp + Rp - Kp. By the inductive hypothesis 
(A), v,[A] = v2[A] in TF. Ths contradicts (c). 
Case 2(a)(ii): AB is not split in vl and vl[B] is a constant in Tr. By the inductive 
hypothesis (B), v,[A] is a constant in T’:. By the inductive hypothesis (B), v,[A] 
is a constant in T:. This contradicts (a). 
Case 2(b)(i): CPIB 2 {A} and v,[ B] is a constant in TF. By the inductive 
hypothesis (B), vIICPIB] are constants in T:, and v,[A] is a constant in T: since 
A E CPls. This contradicts (a). 
Case (2(b)(ii): CPls z {A} and v,[ B] is an ndv in TF. Since we can apply 
K,, + Rp - Kp, v2[ B] = v,[ B] and it is an ndv in T’:. By the inductive hypothesis (A), 
CPlE = CP,, and vl[CPls] = v2[CPIs] in T:. Thus, v,[A] = o,[A] in T’: since A E 
CP, B. This contradicts (c). 
Since all subcases lead to a contradiction, this case is impossible. 
Case 3: K&CP,,+ This case can be proven to be impossible by an argument 
similar to the one in Case 2 above. 
This concludes the proof of Part (A). 
Part (B): For this part, we only have to consider a transformation that equates 
an ndv to a constant. Let tuple tl in T’: and A E R,, - Kp be such that 
(a) vJA] is a constant in T:, 
(b) v,[A] is an ndv in T:, and 
(c) t,[A] = v,[A] in T:. 
By a similar argument as in Case 2 of the induction in Part (A), we can prove 
that it must be the case that Kp c CPIA. Hence, by Fact 4.7, Rp can A-extend Rt 
using Kp. 
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we want to prove that tl[CP,J are constants in T: and, for all C such that AC 
is not split in t 1, tl[ Cl is a constant in T:. Since ?,[A] = u,[A] and since it is an 
ndv in Tr, the: inductive hypothesis (A) implies that CPIA =CPrlA, fl[CPIA] = 
z+[CPIA] in T: and, for all C such that AC is not split in tl , tl[ C] = u,[ C] in TF. 
Since CPIA = C&A, by Proposition 4.27, AC is not split in tl if and only if AC is 
not split in q . Since Rp can A-extend q, C is in R,,; also by Fact 4.8, Rp 3 CPIA. 
Observe that u,[ RJ = vz[ RJ in T:. Then it suffices to prove that vJCP,~] are 
constants in T’: and vJC] is a constant in TF for any C such that AC is not split 
in vl. 
There are two cases to be examined epending on whether Rp can A-extend Rz. 
Case 1: RI, can A-extend Rl. First notice that if A E Ra, then Rp = R2 and t)2[ RJ 
are constants in T: and what we want to prove follows trivially. Hence, let us 
assume Aei R2 in the rest of the proof for this case. 
Since Rp can A-extend both RT and Rz, by Fact 4.8, CPIA and CP,, are in Rp. 
Since A is neither in R, nor in RZ, by Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 and the definition 
of CPIA and CP,,, Ati CPIACP2A. Then, since AE Rp, AE Rp -CPIACP2,+ Thus if 
CP, A n CP,, # &, then, by Proposition 4.18 with A = B, CPIA = CP,, . Hence either 
CPM = CP,, or CPIA n CP,, = 0. if CPIA = CP,,, then, by the inductive hypothesis 
(B) and by v2[A] being a constant in T’:, vz[CPI ,J are constants in T:. Also, by 
Proposition 4.27, AC is not split in v1 if and only if AC is not split in v2, which 
implies that v2[ C] is a constant in T: by the inductive hypothesis (B). Hence for 
this case the inductive hypothesis is satisfied in T:. 
On the other hand, if CPIA n CP,, # 0, then CPIA c Rp - CP,,. Thus Kp SZ CP2, 
and by Lemma 4.16, there is a B E Kp -CP,, such that either AB is not split in Rz 
or CP,, 2 {A}. By similar arguments as in Cases 2(a)(i) and Z(b)(ii) of the inductive 
proof in Part (A), we can prove that v2[ B] must be a constant in T:; else v,[A] = v&A] 
in T:. By Lemma 4.23, CPIA is not split in Rz. Since B E CPIA and vJB] is a 
constant in TF, by the inductive hypothesis (B), v~[CP~~] are constants in Tr. 
Now, let us consider C such that AC is not split in ul . This implies C is in Rp 
and therefore in R& If C E CP,,, then v2[C] is a constant in T’: since by the 
inductive hypothesis (B) and by v2[ B] being a constant in T:, v2[CP2,] are constants 
in TF. Else, if C B CP 2B, then, by Proposition 4.28, BC is not split in Ri, and by 
inductive hypothesis (B) and v2[ B] being a constant in T:, v2[ C] is a constant in T? 
Case 2: Rp cannot A-extend Rl. There are two subcases to be considered 
depending on whether A E R2. 
Case (2)(a): AE R2. Notice that this implies R2 is the only relation scheme that 
can A-extend Rz. If there is a B in CP 1A such that B E R2, then, by Proposition 
4.17, CPlA _ c R2. Since R2 2 {A} and A E RI, by Fact 4.7, R2 can A-extend RT. Hence 
if AC is not split in RT, then C c R2. Therefore v~[CP~~] and v2[ c] are constants 
in TF. 
On the other hand, if, for all BE CPIA, Be &, then, for all R E CPI,,, R is not 
in any relation scheme that can A-extend R& ence there exists a B such that 
BE Kp -CPZA and BE CP1,+ Since Rp contains AB and B is not in any relation 
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that can A-extend Rz, by Proposition 4.15, CP*, 2 (A}. Then, by similar arguments 
as in Cases 2(a)(i) and 2(b)(ii) of the inductive proof of Part (A), ZI~[B] musk be a 
constant in Tr; else v,[A] = q[A] in T:. Since R,, can A-extend R’: using K,, and 
by assumption in this case, Lemma 4.24 implies that CPIA is not split in R& Since 
B E CPIA and Q[B J is a constant in T’:, by the inductive hypothesis (B), Q[CP~~] 
are constants in T:. 
Let C be such that AC is not split in RT. By a similar argument as in Case 1 
above, we can prove that ZIJC] is a constant in T:. 
Case 2(b): ArE R2. Since Rp cannot A-extend Rz, R,, cannot A-extend Rl using 
Kp. Hence, Kp G CPzA. By Lemm:2 4.66, there is a B in I&, - CP,, such that AB is 
not split in Ri or CP*, 2 {A}. Then, by similar arguments as in Case 2(a) above, 
we can prove that u,[B] must be a constant in T:, CPIA is not split in Ri, and 
I)JCP,,J are constants in T’:. 
Assume C is such that AC is not split in ol. By a similar argumem as in Case 1 
above, we can prove vJC] is a constant in T’:. 
This concludes the proof of Part (B) and the proof of the proposition. El 
Corollary 4.30. Let (R, F) be an acycliz BCNF database scheme. Let r be a state of 
(R, F) and let T, be the tableau of r. Let I~. . . Tk be a sequence of fd-rules applied to 
T,. Suppose T: = 7,. . . rk_&Tr) is nonempty and t, , t2 are in T:. Assume we can apply 
rk: Kp + Rp - Kp to equate t, and t2 such that the ndv t,[A] is equated to the constant 
t,[Alp for some A E Rp - Kp. Suppose T: = Tk( T’:) is nonempty. Then 
(A) Kp c_ CP,+ 
(B) t,[CP,J are conhcants in TF, and, for any t in T’: such that t[A] = t&A] in 
T:, t,[CP,,J = t[CPJ in T:. 
Proof. Part (A) follows from the arguments at the beginning of the inductive proof 
of Part (B) in Lemma 4.29. 
For Part (B), we have proven this in the inductive part of Lemma 4.29 Part (B), 
with v2, ol, and t, in place of t, , t2, and t respectively. Cl 
Lemma 4.31. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let r be a state of 
(R, F) and let T, be the tableau of r. Let TV. . . Tk be a sequence of fd-rules applied to 
T,. Suppose T’: = TV. . . T&1( T,) is nonempty and t, , t2 are in T:. Assume we can apply 
lk: K,, + Rp - Kp to equate tl and t2 such that the ndv t2[A] is equated to the constant 
tl[A] for some AE R,, - Kp. Suppose Tl= rk(T:) is nonempty. fien, for all BE 
R,, - Kp, if t,[ B] is an ndv in T’:, then t2[B] is an ndv in T:. 
roof. By contradiction. Assume there is a BE R,, - Kp such that tl[ B] is an ndv 
in T: and t2[ B] is a constant in T:; it is clear that A # B. Assume tl and t2 originate 
from r1 and r2 respectively for some RI and R2 in 
By assumption, lk equates the ndv t2[A] to the constant ,[A]. But observe that 
7k also equates the ndv t,[ B] to the constant 2[ B]. Since I$ is the key used by ?=k 
to equate tl and t2, from Corollary 4.30(A), Kp is in CPls and Kp is in CP,,. Since 
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Be R1 and A e R2, by Fact 4.7, RP can both B-extend Rt and A-extend R& By 
Fact 4.8, Rr contains both CPIB and CP,, as well as A and B. 
By Corollary 4.30(B), t,[CP,,j are constants in T:. Hence, since t,[B] is an ndv 
in T:, Be CP,,. Similarly, by Corollary 4.30(B), fz[CPJ are constants in T:. 
Hence, since t2[A] is an ndv in TF, A e! CP 1 Bo Since A L R2 and B E RI, by Proposi- 
tions 4.4 and 4.5 and the definitions of CPIB and CP,,, A ti CP,, and B L CPlB. 
Therefore, neither A nor B are in CP,BCPz,. 
Since Rr can B-extend Rr and BL RI, Ati R,; else ty Fact 4.10, CPtB 2 {A}. 
Similarly, B % R2. Observe CPIB n CP,, # 4) since they share I$,. Since R,, 2 
CPIBCPZAAB, and AB is in R,-CP1&P2A, and neither A nor B is in R1R2, by 
Proposition 4.18, CP1 B = CP,,. We prove that this leads to a contradiction. 
Since A E Rr - CPIB, by Fact 4.9, CPIB is a connection point that can A-extend 
RT and contains K,,. Hence CPIA contains Kp and since CP,, does too, by Corollary 
4.20, CPl /, =CP,& Since CP,, =CP,B, CPIA = CPIB. Since RP zCP,,& by Fact 
4.7, RP can A-extend RT. This fact, B E RP - CPIA, and Proposition 4.13 imply that 
AB is not split in RT. Since t,[A] is a [constant in T:, by Lemma 4.29 Part (B), 
t,[B] must be a constant in Tr, a contradiction. Cl 
A class of schemes called embedded-complete database schemes was recently 
proposed to capture the intuition that every piece of information on some relation 
scheme is explicitly represented in a database. We define that class of schemes now. 
Let WG U We define JW&=U{ VW r ( j)l 5 is a relation on Rj E R and Rj 2 WI. A 
database scheme (R, F) is embedded-complete w.r.t. F if for any consistent state r 
of (R, F), [X] = $XJ for any X c Ri, for some Ri E R [ 171. Before we can show 
that an acyclic BCNF database scheme (R, F) is bounded w.r.t. F, we need to show 
that it is embedded complete w.r.t. E 
Lemma 4.32. Let r be a state of an acyclic BCNF database scheme ( 
the tableau for r. Let rl. . . Tk be a sequence offd-rules applied to Tr. If T: = TV. . rk( Ts,) 
is nonempty, then 3_ X 4 = [X] f or any X c Ri, for some Ri E R, where [X] is the 
X-total projection in T:. 
Proof. By induction on k 
%is: If k = 0, then, clearly, J X & = [X] for any X c Ri, for some Ri E 
Induction: Assume the inductive hypothesis to be true for T:! = rl. . .7&_1( Tr). Let 
TG K, + RI - K,, where K, is a nontrivial key of R,, be the fd-rule applied to T:! and 
assume it equates tl and tZ. We have to consider only A E RI - K, and t, and t2 in 
T: such that ?,[A] is a constant and t&4] is an ndv; since if tt and t2 are distinct 
ndv’s on A, the induction holds trivially. So after e application of rk, all the entries 
with t2[A] are changed to the constant t,[A]. sume T: = rk ( T’:) is nonempty- 
Suppose there exists an X in some Ri, Ri E such that & X & # [Xl. We prove this 
case is impossible. 
Let t be the tuple such that t[X]g JX 4 in T:. Clearly, A E X or else, by the 
inductive hypothesis, [X] = 5_ X J. Also ?[A] = t,[A] in T:. Assume tl, t2, and t 
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come from R, , RZ, and R3 respectively. Let A,, . . . , A, be an ordering of the 
elements in X such that A = A,. 
We claim that there exists an A, for some 1 s r s 111 -a 1 such that tJA,j Z t[A,] 
in T: and ?[A,] is a constant in T:. There are two cases to be considered epending 
on whether t,[X] are constants in T’:. 
Case 1: tJX] are constants in T’:. Hence, tl[ X] are constants in T:. Since t[X] 
are constants in TL, tl[X] # t[ X] in T:; else our assumption about t is violated. 
Hence there exists an A, such that tl[Ar] f t[AJ and t[AJ is a constant in T:. 
Thus t[A,] is not equated by rk. Therefore, t[ A,] Z tl[ A,.] and t[AJ is a constant 
in T:. 
Case 2: $,[A,] is an ndv in T:! for some 1 G PG m - 1. If A, L RI, then ?[A,] is 
not equated by rk and hence it is a constant in T: and t,[A,] Z t[A, T:. On the 
other hand, if A, E RI, we claim that A, E K,. Assume otherwise. By Co ary 4.30(A), 
K, c CP,, and by Corollary 4.30(B), l,[CPJ are constants in T’:. Then t,[K,] are 
constants in T’:, a contradiction to t,[A,] being an ndv in T:. Hence, A, E RI - K,; 
therefore, from Lemma 4.3 1, t2[Ar] is an ndv in T’: and we have two ndv’s being 
equated on column A,. when applying Tk. Hence, t,[A,] is an ndv in T:. Since t [ A,] 
is a constant in T:, ?[A,] is also a constant in Tr. Thus, t[A,] f t,[A,] in T,“. 
From the two cases above, our claim holds. And notice that from the arguments 
in the above claim ?,[A,1 # t[A,] and t[AJ is a constant in T:. 
It is obvious then that AA, are split in R l; else, from Lemma 4.29 Part (B) and 
t[A,] being a constant in T:, ?[A] must be a constant in TF. We claim A, E CP,,. 
Assume otherwise. That is, assume A, E CP 3,4. From Corollary 4.30(B), t,[CP,A] = 
t[CP3A] and they are constants in T:. Then t[A,] = t,[A,] in T:; but we already 
proved that this is not true. Hence, A, ti cP3A. 
It is clear that A,.A E Rl. Assume A,JI is not contained in any relation scheme 
in Rl. Then there is a path of length greater than or equal to 2 from A, to A in 
HR;, hence in R, and a path of length 1 in R from A, to A formed by Ri, the relation 
scheme in R containing X. This contradicts Theorem 2.4. Hence there exists an R, 
in Rz such that it contains A,A. There are two cases to be examined epending on 
whether R, can A-extend Rz. 
Case (i): Assume R, can A-extend Rz. By Fact 4.8, R, 2 cP3A. Since A, E cP3A, 
A, E R, - cp3,. By PrOpOSitiOn 4.12, either cP3A, 2 CP3AA or cp,Ar = CP,,. If they 
are equal, then, by Proposition 4.13, A,.A is not split in Rl, a contradiction to the 
assumption about A,.A. Hence, cP3A c 2 {A}. ?‘hen, Lemma 4.29 Part (B) and t[A,] 
being a constant in T’: imply that ?[A] is a constant in T’:. A contradiction to the 
assumption that t[A] is an ndv in TF. 
Case (ii): Assume R, cannot A-extend R,f. If A, is in some R, such that it can 
A-extend Rl, then A, E RI -cP3A and the proof in Case (i) above applies here. On 
the other hand, if A, is not in any relation scheme that can A-extend Rl, then, by 
Proposition 4.15, cP3A , ‘2 {A}, and the proof in Case (i) above for the case when 
cp3A , r> (A} applies here. 
Hence it is impossible that t[x] ti J X J, and the induction is complete. 0 
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Corollary 4.33. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Then ( 
embedded-complete w. r. t. F. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.6. Cl 
4.5. Acyclic BCNF database schemes are bounded 
The only thing left to do in order to show that acyclicity is a sufficient condition 
for BCNF database schemes to be bounded is to prove that Step 2 of Algorithm 2 
does indeed equate only ndv’s. 
Lemma 4.34. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. Let r be a consistent 
state of (R, F). Let T, be the tableau for r. a;fien Step 2 of Algorithm 2 equates only 
ndt, symbols. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then, there is a sequence of fd-rule transformations 
71.. . q used in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 such that 7,: RI + Rr - K,, RI E R, is the first 
fd-rule to equate an ndv with a constant. Assume that r, equates the ndv in tz[A] 
with a constant from tl[ A], A E R, - K,. Also assume that t2 originates from r2 and 
tl originates from rl for some R, and R2 E R. R, must be in both Rl and RT [IO]. 
There are two cases to be considered depending on whether t2[K1] consists of 
constants. 
Case 1: t2[ K,] are constants. Hence, t,[ &A] are constants. Since &As R,, by 
Lemma 4.32, t,[ K,A] E J, K,A J. Thus there exists a t’ from rp in T, such that 
t’[K,A] = t,[K,A], for some R,, E R such that R,, 2 &A. Observe K, is a key of R,,. 
By Corollary 4.30(A), K, E @P2A. Since A E Rl - R2 and R,, 2 K,A, by Facts 4.7 and 
4.8, R,, is in Rl. Also t2[K,] = t,[K,]; hence, t’[ K,] = t2[K,]. Therefore, t2[A] should 
have been equated to a constant in Step 1 of Algorithm 2 since t‘ and R,, satisfy 
the conditions in the while-loop in Algorithm 2. 
Case 2: t2[ K,] has some ndv’s. Then t,[ K,] has some ndv’s. Since, by Corollary 
4.30(A), K, E CP,,, t,[CP,,I has some ndv’s before applying 7,. But this is impossible 
since, by Corollary 4.30(B), tl[CP2J are constants before applying 7,. 
Since both cases lead to a contradiction, the lemma has been proven= 0 
Theorem 4.35. Let ( F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme. ( F) is bounded 
w.r.t. F. 
Proof. Let r be a consistent state of ( F). Let T, be the tableau for r. We chase 
T, using Algorothm 2. 
By Lemma 4.34, the total part of any tuple in CHASE~( T,) is obtained in Step 1 
of Algorothm 2. This is obtained by at most 1 I- 1 applications of the f&rule. Then 
F) is bounded w.r.t. F. Cl 
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5. Efficient computation of X-total projection 
The problem of how tc generate correct answers for queries is important in most 
systems. Following other authors [23,30,34,35,37,383, we define the information 
content of a database as the set of total tutples in the representative instance. The 
set of total tuples is the set of sentences that are logically implied by the state and 
constraints 123, 341. 
is section we show that there is a simple and eflicient way of computing [X], 
the X-total projection of the representative instance, for an acyclic BCNF database 
scheme, for any X G U Hence, answers to manv queries can be generated efficiently. 
Clearly, if for all Ri E R, RT does not contain 2, then [X] is an empty set. We shah 
show that if there exists an Ri E R such that RT 2 X, then [X] can be computed by 
a simple and efficient method. This also demonstrates that the semantics df Ielation- 
ships among attributes is simple. 
We first give some definitions require& for the rest of this paper. A database 
scheme (R, F) is Zossless w.r.t. F if for any universal relation 1 that satisfies F, I 
satisfies the join dependency M R That is, I = Wi( WR, (I)). Let S = {S, , . . . , Sk} and 
Ui Si E U Let I be a universal relation. I is said to satisfy the embedded join 
dependency W S if I[Ui Si] satisfies the join dependency W S. S is lossless w.i t. F 
if for all I satisfying F, I satisfies W S. Let S’ = (So, . . . , S,) be a sequence of distinct 
relation schemes from R. Then 7rx ( S,,W l l l W S,) is an extension join of SO covering 
X [13,25,27] if 
where Si - (Si n (Uj~b Sj)) # 0 for all 0 c i s n, and Ui Si I> X. 
Lemma 5.1. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF database scheme, X G U and V = 
{VW-0, Vk) the u.m.c. among X. If there exists an Ri E R such that RT 2 X, then V 
is lossless w.r. t. F. 
Proof. Let HR: Se the set of relation schemes of R in RT. Let H = HR; u K Since 
(LJ:, _ l() C_ Rf, hl is a database scheme defmed on RT. It is easy to show that H 
is acyclic since H is a connected subset of Bachman( ). Also H is a lossless 
decomposition of RT w.r.t. the embodied 13’s in HR; since HK; is lossless [41]. 
Since H is acyc and Iossless, by a result in [43], V being a connected subset of 
H implies that is lossless w.r.t. the embodied fd’s in HR; and hence is lossless 
w.r.t. F. •l 
be acyclic. Suppose { V, , . . . , Vk} ie the u.m.c. among X and 
nx(DQFzl rrVj(sil)* 
such that SiZ x- for all 1s is k. Then T~(W:=~ Si)= 
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Proof. See [Id]. q 
In Section 4, we proved that Algorithm 2 correctly computes the total tuples in 
the representative instance. It is not dificult to see that every X-total tuple is 
computed by an extension join of an Rp covering X for some Ri 2 X [4, 13, 25, 
271. Let us denote [XIR; as the union of all the extension joins of Rp covering X. 
Let EX = U+.~ [WR;- 
Theorem 5.3. Let (R, F) be an acyclic BCNF scheme. Suppose X c U and V = 
IV l,***, Vk) is the u.m.c. among X. If there exists an Ri E R such that RT 2 X, then 
[X]=E,= Wx . 
Proof. ?rx(wik_l 3_ l$J)c[X]. By Lemma 5. , V is lossless w.rd. F. Hence 
~r~(& 4 y&) E [X] follows [ 16, 34). 
[X] c Ex. Since every X-total tuple is generated by some extension join of some 
RP such that R+ P 2 X, we have [X] G Ex 
Ex E ?rx (MT=, 4 I(1 !. Since every extension join in [X] R; is a connected subset 
of R that contains X, by the definition of u.m.c. among X and Lemma 5.2, 
WR; G ~x(D& +I 44). Hence, EX c ?rx(pc,“,l & VjJ)= q 
By Theorem 5.3 for any X c U, the relationship among X in an acyclic BCNF 
database scheme is simple. That is, either there is no relationship among X or the 
relationship is represented by the st.m.c. among X. Furthermore, this relationship 
(i.e., the X-total projection) can be computed easily and efficiently. In fact, the 
expression 7rx (wi”=, 4 Vj 4) that computes the X-total projection is in some sense 
optimal since { V, , . . . , Vk} is the u.m.c. among X; in other words, it requires, in 
some sense, the minimal number of joins to compute the X-total projection. 
6. Lossless y-acyclic BCNF database schemes are connection-trap-free 
Query answering is an important function in a database system. Before a user is 
able to retrieve information from a database, he has to understand the semantics 
of the application as well as the operations (i.e., data language) required to retrieve 
data. As pointed out in [16, 171, the understanding process might be difficult. A 
class of database schemes known as the connection-trap-free schemes has recently 
been proposed to allow users to easily retrieve correct information from a database 
[ 161. These schemes have the properties that they are simple in semantics and hence 
users are able to understand the application easily. Moreover, the information 
retrieval process is simple and answers to many queries can be generated easily and 
efficiently. We now define the class of connection-trap-free schemes. 
Let XC U and let ( F) be a database scheme. A state 
have a complete unique minimal connection among X if 
[X]=?r,(~v~~w~*~w~vk$), 
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where {VI,..., Vk} is the unique minimal connection among X. Then we say that 
(R, F) is connection-trap-jiee (ctf) w.r.t. F if for any consistent state r of (R, F), c 
has a complete unique minimal connection among X for any X E U. 
In this section we prove that lossless acyclic BCNF datbase schemes are connec- 
tion-trap-free w.r.t. the f&s embodied in the relations in the database scheme. 
Theorem 6.1. Let (R, F) be a lossless acyclic BCNF database scheme. l%en (12, F) 
is ctf writ. E 
Proof. Since (R, F) is lossless w.r.t. F, there is an & E R such that Ri: = U [2]. By 
Theorem 5.3, the theorem follows. Cl 
Let us consider &; = (RT, Si). Let Ssi be the set of nontrivial fd’s embodied in 
the relation schemes in Si. 
Proof. Since (Si, Fsi) is a lossless acyclic BCNF scheme, the corollary follows from 
Theorem 6.1, 0 
7. Incremental testing of satisfaction 
Constraints are logical restrictions imposed on data so that the information in a 
database correctly represents the part of real world that an application is interested 
in. Hence ensuring that the data satisfy the constraints i  important in data manage- 
ment. However, enforcing the constraints cost-effectively is a difficult problem in 
general. Some work has been d: G + on this problem; see, for example, [?, 401. In 
the context of the weak instance model, testing satisfaction of fd’s might be as 
expensive as generating the representative instance from the tableau of the state 
[26]; it requires polynomial time and space in the size of the database state. Since 
a database size is large in genera9 and existing systems do not provide facilities for 
chasing, testing satisfaction of fd’s by generating the representative instance might 
not be practical. We regard an algorithm for incrementally testing fd’s as cost- 
effective if it does not require the generation of the representative instance and the 
verification process is done on some specific relations and can be carried out in 
polynomial time. 
Under the weak instance model, several authors proposed the class of independent 
schemes to solve this problem [24,27,37,38]. For the class of independent schemes, 
ensuring eat: relation satisfies the constraints locally guarantees that the state is 
consistent. Hence this restricts the scope of verification to a single relation and the 
representative instance is not generated in the verification process. Therefore, 
independence allows a cost-effective -way to test satisfaction of constraints incre- 
mentally. 
In this section, we show that if (R, F) is an acyclic BCNF database scheme, then 
there is also a cost-effective way to test satisfaction of F incrementally. Since deletion 
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of tuples does not affeci the consistency of a state, we consider only the insertion 
operation. 
Let r be a consistent state of an acyclic BCNF database scheme (A, F). Let rP 
be a relation being updated, where cO E r. Let t be the tuple being inserted ir! r,. Let 
‘I&, 9 . . . , A&} be the set of nontrivial keys of Rp. Consider Algorthm 3, shown in 
Fig. 8 below. We claim that if no contradiction is found, that is,. if Algorithm 3 
prints yes, the updated state is consistent w.r.t. E Theorem 7.1, below, proves this 
claim. 
Algorithm 3 
Input: A consistent state r of an acyclic BCNF database scheme (R, F). A tuple t to be inserted in rp E r, 
R,ER. 
Output: no if cu (t) is not consistent wr.t. F; yes otherwise. 
Notation: (I$,, , . . . , KPn} is the set of nontrivial keys of RP. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
6) 
(8) 
(9 
for each KPi da begin 
for each A E RP - KP, do begin 
for all R,, E 8 such that Rq 2 &,,A do begin 
if w~,+~(r~) u q+/(t)) does not satisfy KPi + A then do begin 
pnnt no: halt end 
end 
end 
end 
print yes 
Fig. 8. Algorithm 3. 
We need the following definitions for proving Theorem 7.1. Let K = 
{Ki + Al I& -# A is a nontrivial fd embodied in some R in RI. Let us index the 
elements of K as {fi : K1 + A t,. . . ,f4 : Kq + As). We define 4x4 = & KEAi 4, which, 
by the definition in Section 4.4, is URPaK,.+ q++( ~j). 
Theorem ?.I. Let r be a state of an ucyclic BCNF database scheme (R, F). Let T, be 
the tableau for r. Ix for all 1 G i s q, & & 4 satisfies the fd$, then r is a consistent state 
w.r.t. F. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on number of fd-rules applying to Tr. 
Basis: Zero applications of fd-rules to T,.. Trivial since all J’s are satisfied in Tr. 
Induction: Assume T: = q _ . . r&T,) is nonempty; k 3 1. Let Tk: K; + RI - KI, 
where K, is a nontrivial key of R,, be the fd-rule applied to Tr and assume Tk 
equates tuples t1 and t2 in T’:. We only have to consider A E R, - I& such that t,[A] 
is a constant, t2[A] is a constant and t,[A] # t2[A ] in Tr. We claim this case is 
impossible. Assume otherwise. Notice that t,[ I&] = t2[ K,] in T’:. There are two cases 
to be exa.mined epending on whether t,[K,] contains an ndv. 
Case 1: If tJ&j are constants, then, by Lemma 4.32, t,[K,A] and t2[&&! are 
elements in .,!, J 4 in TF for some 1 <j G q. Since, by the inductive hypothesis, 4 & 4 
satisfies the fd cli;-, this case is impossible. 
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Case 2: We claim that the case t,[ K,] contains an ndv is impossible. Assume 
otherwise. Then there is a BE K, such that t,[B] is an ndv in T:. Let rl be the 
relation from which t1 originates for some R, E R. A and B are split in RT; else 
tl[ B] is a constant in 7’: by Lemma 4.29 part (B). There are two cases to be 
considered epending on whether B is in a relation scheme that can A-extend RT. 
Case 2(a): Assume B is in a relation scheme R, which can A-extend RT. Observe 
B E CP,*; else since ?,[A] is a constant in T’:, tl[ B] is a constant in T:! by Lemma 
4.29 Part (B). Hence, B E R, -CPIA. Then by Proposition 4.12, either CPI B 2 CPIAA 
or CPls = CP,,+ If they are equal, then, by Proposition 4.13, AB is not split in Rf, 
3~ contradiction to the fact that AB is split in RT. Thus CPIB 2 {A}. Since B E K,, 
tl[ B] = f2[ B]. By Lemma 4.29 Part (A) and t,[ B] = t2[ B] being an ndv in TF, 
t,[CP, J = t*[CP, J in I-“:. Since CPIB 2 {A}, tl[ -4) = zJA] in T’:. This is a contradic- 
tion to the fact that they are distinct in T’:. 
Case 2(b): If B is not in any relation scheme that can A-extend RT and since 
AB C_ RI, then by Proposition 4.15, CPls 2 {A}, and the above proof applies, which 
again leads to a contradiction. 
From Cases 2(a) and 2(b), t,[ K,] containing an ndv is impossible. 
This completes the inductive proof. Cl 
We have proven our claim that Algorithm 3 is an algorithm to test incrementally 
the satisfaction of fd’s for any acyclic BCNF database scheme. 
Therefore, for acyclic BCNF schemes, the satisfaction of fd’s is basically enforced 
by creating indices. Since relational systems allow indices to be created for keys in 
a relation scheme, the enforcement of fd’s can be done in polynomial 
without generating the representative instance, that is, cost-effectively. 
8. Conclusions 
time and 
We showed that the class of y-acyclic BCNF database schemes i  highly desirable 
with respect o query answering and updates. We proved this by showing that it is 
bounded, the set of total tuples can be computed efficiently and it allows enforcement 
of constraints to be performed incrementally and cost-effectively. 
With functional dependencies, the only class of database schemes that is p::oven 
to be bounded is the class of independent schemes [4, 13, 27, 39). Since y-ac!*zlic 
BCNF database schemes are not independent in general, our result enlarges the 
class of known bounded database schemes. 
The set of total tuples can be considered as the information content of a database 
1123, 30,34,35, 371. We derived a simple and an efficient algorithm to generate the 
X-total projection for this class of schemes. This demonstra;,s that relationships 
among attributes are simple and answers to many queries can be computed very 
efficiently. Moreover, if a y-acyclic BCNF scheme is lossless, then it is also ctf. 
Hence the class of y-acyclic BCNF schemes i  highly desirable with respect to query 
answering. 
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The problem of how to enforce constraints efficiently is a major problem in data 
management. In the context of the weak instance model, if we can find a cost-effective 
way to determine whether an updated state is consistent with the constraints, then 
this problem can be solved adequately. So far, the only class of database schemes 
that allows such enforcement of constraints is the class of independent schemes 
[24,27, 37, 381. In this paper, we showed that for y-acyclic BCNF schemes, there 
is a simple and cost-effective way of determining if an updated state satifies the set 
of fd’s embodied in the relation schemes. Unlike the incremental approach in [l4], 
our approach only needs to create indices on keys and no other data structure is 
required. Since relational systems allow indices to be created on keys, enforcement 
of fd’s can be carried out cost-effectively. -Acyclic BCNF schemes are not indepen- 
dent schemes in general, hence our result extends the class of database schemes 
that allows efficient enforcement of constraints. This shows the desirability of this 
class of schemes with respect o updates. 
Apparently, to determine if a class of schemes is bounded or not is fundamental 
to the analysis of the behavior of the schemes with respect o query processing and 
updates. On the other hand, proving a class of database schemes to be bounded 
seems to be very difficult, even in our restricted case of y-acyclic BCNF schemes. 
To resolve this problem, we might need to develop other techniques for characterizing 
the bounded database schemes. An alternative approach is investigated in a forth- 
coming paper. 
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